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The two Australian chairmen of the meeting: Andrew Peacock, Foreign Minister (left) and Phillip Lynch, Treasurer (right),
with OECD's Secretary General, Emile van Lennep.

MINISTERS DISCUSS

SIX PROBLEMS

OF MUTUAL CONCERN
Six main concerns emerged from OECD's 1977 Council Meeting at Ministerial Level 23rd-24th June

1. Development
Co-operation

Ministers reviewed the results of the

Conference on International

Economic Co-operation (CIEC) and
discussed longer-term aspects of

international development co-operation. Ministers then adopted
the Declaration on Relations with Developing Countries (see inset).
They reaffirmed the importance of close collaboration and
strengthened co-ordination within the OECD to assist Member

Governments to prepare for specific discussions with the develop¬
ing countries in the various international fora in working toward the
objectives set forth in the Declaration.

2. Energy Ministers recognised that an imbalance be¬

tween world energy supply and demand, which
could occur as early as the 1 980s, would have

severe economic, social and political repercussions in OECD
countries and throughout the world. They expressed their determi¬
nation to avoid that situation by stronger action to conserve energy
and develop alternative sources of energy and by including sound
energy policies in their overall economic policy.

3 Commodities Ministers noted the importance of
continuing discussions on com¬

modities and endorsed the agree¬
ment reached in the CIEC to establish a Common Fund with the

specific purposes, objectives and other constituent elements to be

further negotiated in UNCTAD, and the willingness declared at the
Conference to make all efforts for the success of the negotiations

being undertaken in UNCTAD on commodities. They invited the
Organisation to continue its work in the field of commodities in order
to assist Member countries in these efforts, and to examine other

related commodity issues.

A Trade Ministers agreed that, while in several respects
the economic situation was different from that

which prevailed at the time of the adoption of the
Trade Declaration in 1 974, it was still characterised by exceptional

difficulties and divergencies in Member countries' situations. They
noted with concern that persistent high levels of unemployment
and difficulties in certain sectors have increased protectionist pres¬
sures. Ministers emphasized that recourse to protectionist policies



would foster unemployment, increase inflation and reduce

economic welfare. They agreed that the present economic situa¬

tion together with the increasing interdependence of OECD
economies reinforced the need for a renewed political commitment
to avoid restrictive unilateral trade and current account measures

and the artificial stimulation of exports; measures of this kind
tended to carry the risk of proliferation with self-defeating implica¬
tions. They also agreed that such a commitment and related discip¬

lines in the field of general economic policy were an essential
element of the strategy for sustained non-inflationary economic

growth in the OECD area. Indeed such growth should itself facili¬
tate the avoidance of restrictions.

Member Governments (*) therefore decided to renew, for a

further year, their Trade Declaration of 30th May, 1974. They
agreed that full use should be made of the existing possibilities for
consultation in order to find and implement multilaterally-accepta-
ble solutions to trade problems, whether industrial or agricultural, in
a manner which would take into account the interests of all con¬

cerned. In the case of sectoral problems, every effort should be
made to identify such problems before they assume critical propor¬

tions and to proceed to consultations in their regard, taking into
consideration, inter alia, structural changes in the world economy.

Ministers welcomed the progress achieved in multilateral co-op¬

eration concerning export credits and underlined the need for
further efforts to improve and extend the consensus on guidelines
for the extension of officially-supported export credits.

Ministers reaffirmed that it was essential to maintain an open and

multilateral trading system as a basic element in the overall ap¬
proach to the economic problems with which their countries were

confronted and stressed the importance of giving impetus to the

Multilateral Trade Negotiations with the objective of making sub¬

stantive progress in key areas in 1977, and achieving agreement
over the range of issues as rapidly as possible.

Ministers welcomed the work being done in the United Nations
Economic and Social Council on corrupt practices in international
commercial transactions, and expressed the hope that it would

take the measures necessary with a view to reaching agreement as
early as possible on appropriate means, including the negotiation
of an international agreement, of combating illicit payments.

International

Investment

and Multinational

Enterprises

Recalling the Declaration
and the Decisions of OECD

Member Governments of

21st June, 1976, on Interna¬

tional Investment and Multi¬

national Enterprises, Minis¬
ters also welcomed the work

of the United Nations Commission on Transnational Corporations
on a code of conduct.

6. Progress under
the Strategy
for Sustained

Economic Expansion

Ministers reaffirmed

the strategy for a

sustained expansion,

aiming at a progres¬
sive return to full em¬

ployment and price

stability, which they

adopted in June 1976. The basic premise on which this strategy
rests is that the steady economic growth needed to restore full

employment and satisfy rising economic and social aspirations will
not prove sustainable unless Member countries make further
progress towards eradicating inflation. Ministers examined the

Danish Minister of Foreign Affairs, K.B. Andersen and Cyrus Vance,
United States Secretary of State

Tadashi Kuranari, Japanese Minister for Economic Planning and lichiro
Hatoyama, Minister for Foreign Affairs

progress made in implementing the strategy and reviewed the
prospects for the coming year. While recognising that serious
problems persisted, they welcomed the fact that some Member
Governments had committed themselves to economic growth
targets during 1 977 and some others to stabilization policies which
were intended to provide a basis for sustained non-inflationary
growth world-wide.

Ministers agreed that the achievement of the objectives of the
strategy would be promoted by a somewhat faster rate of expan¬
sion in the OECD area as a whole in 1 978 than seems likely to be
achieved in 1 977, although this does not apply to some countries.
An overall growth rate of OECD GNP of around 5 per cent in 1 978
would at this point seem desirable and consistent with the strategy.
They agreed that, where necessary and appropriate, action should
be taken to achieve this. This somewhat faster rate of expansion
should:

enable real progress to be made in reducing unemployment next
year;

help to stimulate the productive investment needed to provide
jobs for the unemployed; and

be compatible with a further reduction in the rate of inflation.



David Owen, United Kingdom's
Secretary of State for Foreign and

Commonwealth Affairs

Robert Muldoon, Prime Minister
and Minister of Finance of New

Zealand

Michael Blumenthal, Secretary of
the Treasury of the United States

Paavo Vaymen, Minister for
Foreign Affairs of Finland

United Kingdom's Chancellor of
the Exchequer, Denis Healey

Marcelino Oreja, Minister of
Foreign Affairs of Spain

Don Jamieson, Secretary of State for External Affairs of Canada (left)
and Louis de Guihngaud, Minister of Foreign Affairs of France

Further progress against inflation will not come about of its own

accord. Determined action will be required to slow down the

price/wage spiral. Some countries will need to pursue and some

to reinforce vigorous stabilization policies. To promote better
payments equilibrium, Member countries in a weak external posi¬

tion will hold the growth of domestic demand to a rate compatible
with reducing inflation, and also follow policies to improve their
competitive position, so as to attain a sustainable current-account

position. Member countries in a strong external position will provide
for a sustained expansion of domestic demand compatible with
further reduction of inflation; they are ready to see a weakening in
their current-account position and an appreciation of their curren¬

cies in response to underlying market forces.

Specific objectives and policies for expansion and stabilization
will vary as between Member countries. But, taken together, they

must provide the basis for sustained non-inflationary growth in the
OECD area and the world economy as a whole. Ministers agreed
on the need to strengthen procedures for monitoring progress
under the strategy. To this end, they decided that Member coun¬
tries would communicate their preliminary objectives for the growth
of output and domestic demand and their stabilization policies for
1978 to the Organisation so that their mutual consistency and

global implications can be examined, and can then provide the
basis for monitoring progress during the course of next year.

Ministers recognised that a sustained increase in demand, while
necessary, will not on its own solve the problems of unemployment
and lagging investment, which are due in part to structural causes
and the legacy of events of recent years.

Lagging investment now can lead to unemployment later. In
countries where real wages have run ahead of productivity in¬
creases in recent years there is a need to increase the return on
investment. In some countries there may be need for a greater

consensus between government, labour and management on the
reduced scope for increases in public and private consumption.

In prevailing circumstances further efforts where appropriate
should be made to supplement overall demand management

policies by specific measures designed to increase employment,
including policies which help adapt the labour force to the require¬
ments of rapid structural and technological change.

In the efforts to reduce unemployment, particular attention should

be paid to the unemployment of young workers (see page 31 ). Spe¬
cial measures have been taken in many countries and more

Spain has reserved temporarily its position.



may be needed. Ministers instructed the Organisation to
strengthen its exchange of experience and to organise urgently a
high-level conference for this purpose.

Ministers reviewed the international payments situation. They
welcomed the progress being made towards a more appropriate
payments position by some of the larger Member countries. While
some of the smaller Member countries are also making progress in
the right direction, many of them are still running unsustainably
large current account deficits. Ministers underlined the need for

continued efforts to arrive at a more sustainable pattern of cur¬
rent-account positions in the OECD area. They agreed on the need
to ensure that adequate official financing facilities are available to
back up appropriate stabilization programmes. In this connection
they heard a statement by the Managing Director of the Interna¬
tional Monetary Fund on the progress made in negotiating addi¬
tional resources to finance balance of payments through the IMF.
Many Ministers stressed the importance they attached to im¬
plementation of the OECD Financial Support Fund in addition to the
IMF facility.

Ministers noted that present conjunctural difficulties are exacer¬

bating longer-run structural and development problems, as well as
the employment and balance-of-payments difficulties, of some
Member countries. Ministers therefore agreed that the competent

bodies of the Organisation dealing with the various aspects of

these problems should, in a positive and co-ordinated way, take
into consideration the means to overcome such difficulties.

Ministers noted with interest the recommendations contained in

the report Towards Full Employment and Price Stability produced

by a group of experts under the chairmanship of Professor
McCracken (see page 7) and instructed the Organisation to ex¬
amine both the analysis and recommendations in the Report. They

agreed that, taking account of the important differences between
countries, the Organisation and Member governments should

study in particular the recommendation that, over the medium term,

a policy of not accommodating high rates of inflation should be built
around some or all of the following elements: publicly-announced
norms for the growth of the monetary aggregates; a fiscal policy

geared to guidelines for public expenditure and a budget norm
designed to avoid giving an inflationary stimulus; and consultative

arrangements designed to clarify the kind of price and wage be¬
haviour consistent with achieving and maintaining full employment.

Ministers also noted with interest the reports by the OECD Trade

Union Advisory Committee on a strategy for full employment and

instructed the Organisation to study and evaluate the proposals
contained in them, as well as in the paper by the OECD Business

and Industry Advisory Committee on non-inflationary growth.

DECLARATION

on Relations with Developing Countries
Adopted by Governments of OECD Member countries on 23rd June, 1977

Ministers of Member Governments of the OECD meeting
in Paris on 23rd dune, 1977, discussed relations with

developing countries and the longer-term orientation
of international development co-operation.

Ministers affirmed that the Conference on International

Economic Cooperation (CIEC) had played a valuable role in

building up a climate of dialogue between the developing and
developed countries. It had provided the opportunity for a

thorough global examination of the major issues involved and

agreement was reached on a number of important points, al¬

though it had not been possible to reach agreement on some
other important topics of mutual interest. All Member govern¬

ments of the OECD, including those who did not participate in
the CIEC, joined together in welcoming the agreements that
were reached there. They also welcomed the intention of some

OECD Member governments in addition to those who took part
in the Conference, to associate themselves with a Special
Action Programme announced at that Conference.

Looking ahead, they agreed that further efforts were needed
on the part of both developed and developing countries to build
a more equitable and stable international economic system,
one which would create a better life for all people. These efforts
will be supported by a return to full health of the international

economy which is the concern of developed and developing
countries alike. Recalling their Declaration of 28th May, 1975,
Ministers expressed their readiness to pursue actively the on¬
going dialogue with developing countries in the United Nations
system and in other appropriate fora and to co-operate in
solving economic and social problems of common concern,

thereby making it possible for the developing countries to par

ticipate increasingly in the benefits of an improved and ex¬
panding world economy. In this connection they stressed their

willingness to encourage effective international co-operation

and dialogue on energy.

Welcoming the progress made in development co-operation

on many fronts, Ministers acknowledged the necessity to con¬

tinue working with developing countries towards improved and
more effective development co-operation policies. They af¬
firmed that while development co-operation concerned rela¬

tions between governments its objective was the well-being of
individuals; development co-operation should therefore fulfil

the dual purposes of growth of incomes and meeting basic

needs of individuals in all developing countries. They stressed
that development policies for transfers of resources and struc¬
tural changes should be clearly directed to these purposes.

This was particularly necessary in order that the objectives and

policy concepts of development co-operation would be better

understood and supported by the peoples of industrialised and

developing countries.

Ministers of OECD countries, donors of aid, reaffirmed the

intention, as expressed by their countries in different fora, to

increase effectively and substantially their official development

assistance and to achieve an improved balance of their efforts

in this regard. They announced their determination to direct, in
co-operation with developing countries, a progressively larger
share of their efforts to programmes meeting basic human
needs. To realise this new orientation with respect to all de¬

veloping countries, they also agreed to review the scope and
direction of development assistance with a view to achieving

greater volume and more efficiency in its use in an enlarged
international effort.



WHAT

HAS GONE

WRONG

WITH

ECONOMIC

PERFORMANCE

An Analysis by the J McCracken Group and
Recommendations ^-^Ék for the Future

"After thirty years of unparalleled ~C---V ' expansion in the OECD area,
unemployment and inflation ^ :W are running at disturbing rates.

Economic instability has increased. ^^^ff^r Public confidence in the ability of
central governments to manage an economy has waned, and the

possibilityor even desirability continuing economic growth along the lines that have

given the Western industrialised world its present unprecedented levels of material

well-being is widely questioned. " Why? What has gone wrong?
The report of the so-called McCracken Group (see photo) attempts to answer these

questions and, in so doing, to find keys to improved policy-making. The following article
presents a few strands of the argument from this 341 page-report which deals

with a wide range of economic policy issues confronting OECD Member countries (1).

The report is cautiously optimistic.
"The immediate causes of the se¬

vere problems of 1971-75 can
largely be understood in terms of con¬
ventional economic analysis. There have

been underlying changes in behaviour
patterns and in power relationships, in¬
ternationally and within countries. But
our reading of recent history is that the
most important feature was an unusual

bunching of unfortunate disturbances,
unlikely to be repeated on the same
scale, the impact of which was com¬
pounded by some avoidable errors in
economic policy. "

Reading the Historical Record
The Late Sixties

The trouble began as far back as the
second half of the Sixties, a period that
was marked by the Vietnam War and the

United States Government's inability to
finance it by taxes. The social program¬
mes stemming from the civil rights thrust
and "great society "goals of the Johnson
Administration also gave rise to public
expenditures, but fiscal measures de¬

signed to neutralise rising defense out

lays and to pay for the social programmes
were delayed until 1967, and this delay,
according to the report, "provides one of
the most striking examples of the dif¬
ficulties encountered when the needs of

demand management conflict with per¬
ceived requirements of social policy or
political necessity". Despite monetary
restraint during this period, 1965-1969,
demand pressures became excessive.

In Europe, the latter part of the Sixties
was marked by a series of more or less

synchronised wage explosions and
labour market unrest: the student-

worker uprising in May 1968 in France for
example which caused a three-week
quasi-general strike and led to a 14 per
cent wage settlement. Italy too had large

(1) The report is entitled "Towards Full Em¬
ployment and Price Stability ". In addition to
the Group's findings, 27 charts and 38 tables
provide detailed information on the events of
the last 15 years. A 55-page summary with the
same title is also available.



wage increases in 1969, and, in the
Netherlands, labour market unrest in

1969 also led to a wage explosion. "It is
not easy to find any compelling explana¬
tion for these outbursts in 1968-69 other

than the prior lag in growth of real dis¬
posable incomes the 'conflicting
shares' thesis in combination with ac-

commodating demand man¬
agement", the report notes. All of these
forces led to an acceleration of inflation

by 1969.

Exchange relationships in that year
were still largely those arranged in 1949.
Yet countries outside the United States

were catching upon U.S. technology and
becoming more competitive and, with
the large expenditures, the result was a
massive deterioration in the United

States' balance of payments which swung
from a $6 billion surplus in the current
account in 1964 to a deficit of $2 billion in

1969, and there was a deficit in the basic

balance as well. These deficits led to an

increase of liquidity in other countries as
well as to growing doubts about the
soundness of the dollar.

Expansion in the Early
Seventies

After the application of restrictive
policies in 1969 and 1970 which led to
higher unemployment and also dam¬
pened the inflationary trend (without
getting it down to previous levels), there
was a strong shift to expansionary
policies in 1971. "With the benefit of
hindsight we would judge that the shift of
policies particularly monetary
policies in 1971 to settings which were
effectively 'all-systems go' in many
countries simultaneously was the most
important mishap in recent economic
policy history. "

One explanation for this course of ac¬
tion may be that 1972 was an election year
in an unusually large number of OECD
countries having considerable economic
weight (see chart C).

In addition the world looked back on a

year of racial unrest and assassination in
the United States, labour unrest in

France and Germany and continuing
threats to peace in the Middle East.
"Perhaps in restrospect"the report notes
"policy making in the period from 1969 to
1971 was too much affected in some

countries by the sense of unease to
which the discord in labour markets

and in the streets had given rise".

By this time, moreover, the United
States balance-of-payments deficit had
reached $30 billion ; Europe and Japan
were "awash with dollars" and the peg¬
ged exchange rate system was progres-

1. The Deterioriation

of Economic Performance

"Discomfort Index"

Seven Major OECD countries

Unetrt-

Year PloYment
Year Rate (%)

(V

Increase

in Discomfort

Consumer Index

Prices (%) (V + (2)

(2)

1959 3.8 1.2 5.0

1960 3.4 1.7 5.1

1961 3.6 1.6 5.2

1962 3.1 2.1 5.2

1963 3.2 2.3 5.5

1964 2.9 2.0 4.9

1965 2.7 2.6 5.3

1966 2.5 3.2 5.7

1967 2.8 2.8 5.6

1968 2.7 4.0 6.7

1969 2.6 4.9 7.5

1970 3.1 5.6 8.7

1 971 i.7 5.0 8.7

1972 3.7 4.4 8.1

1973 3.2 7.7 10.9

1974 3.7 13.4 17.1

1975 5.4 11.1 16.5

1976 5.3 8.1 13.4

1980 (a) 141 [5]

(a) Source: "A Growth Scenario to 1980", OECD

Economic Outlook, No. 19, July 1976.

The two presentations of the same basic in¬
formation in chart A and table 1 make clear

the difficulties that economic policy makers
have faced in recent years as compared with

the mid-Sixties when it seemed that "the

Keynsian new economics " was making it pos¬
sible to achieve sustained non-inflationary
growth at a high level of capacity utilisation,
throughout the Western World at least. The
"discomfort index "adds together unemploy¬
ment and inflation, both being considered
undesirable. It is a crude indicator in that it

ignores problems of international compara¬
bility and leaves out many aspects of
economic let alone social;
moreover by giving the same weight to unem¬
ployment and inflation, it begs questionsas to
the relative extent to which inflation and un¬

employment do in fact create "discomfort".
The deterioration in economic performance is
also illustrated on the cover in terms of the

relation between inflation and demand pres¬
sures (as measured by the gap between
economic capacity and actual output) and in
terms of inflation and unemployment in
chart A.

During the 1960's there was a fairly stable
short-term relationship between these vari¬
ables higher demand pressures leading to
more inflation and vice versa. But towards the

end of the decade the trade-off began to de¬
teriorate there was more inflation at all

levels of demand and the curve began to
move up and out to right. (Since prices tend to
go on risingfora while after demandpressures
begin to ease, and vice versa, the curves show
clockwise loops as they move out.)

For the 1960's the McCracken report attributes
this deterioration mainly to declining fears of
unemployment and insolvency, growing
confidence in governments' ability to ensure
full employment, more aggressive income-
bargaining and slowly rising inflationary ex¬
pectations. Since then, however, this trend
has been greatly accentuated by a series of
shocks and policy errors which led to a mas¬
sive upsurge in inflationary expectations.

sively breaking down. The size of the
United States payments deficit removed
balance of payments constraints in other
OECD countries and facilitated a massive

expansion of money supplies.

With the floating of the yen and joint
floating arrangements by the EEC in
February and March of 1973 the adjusta¬
ble peg system was virtually finished for
major currencies. The psychological
shock of currency upheavals and the
striking change in the exchange rate
system probably contributed to the pre¬
vailing mood of uncertainty. "The break¬
down of the adjustable peg system
should be classified as one of the shocks

which should not be repeated and was
clearly a significant factor in explaining
both the strength of the subsequent
boom and the fact that it differed in sev¬

eral respects from earlier upswings "the
report says. "More expansionary action
was taken than would otherwise have

been the case and, especially, more of
this action took the form of monetary
expansion. "

It was the excessive rate of monetary
expansion which accounts for the typi

cally speculative features of the subse¬
quent boom. The price of real estate,
gold and other traditional havens of
nervous capital in inflationary times
soared; hedging and speculation in
commodities developed for purposes of
stockbuilding but also as a store of value
in an uncertain world.

It was onto this situation that a series

of serious agricultural harvest failures
was superimposed. The upsurge in food
prices arose from a complex of factors
and the problems were exacerbated by
the tardy recognition of the underlying
change in world supply and demand
conditions so that the readjustment of
agricultural policies was slow.

The raw materials boom came a little

later than the agricultural push.
Generalised inflationary expectations
produced a self-reinforcing process. As
soon as key commodity prices were
firmly on an upward trend, anticipatory
buying as an inflation hedge extended to
nearly all non-perishable commodities.
The resulting scramble for supplies ag¬
gravated or even created shortages and
accelerated the rise in prices which was





Members of The McCracken Croup, left to right: Guido Carli (Italy), Former Governor of the Bank of Italy and of the World Bank, former
Assistant Governor of the IMF; Robert Marjolin (France), Professor of Political Economy, former OEEC Secretary General and former CEC
Vice-President; Paul McCracken (US), Professor, Michigan University, former Chairman of the US Council of Economic Advisers ; Robin
Matthews (UK), Master of Clare College, Cambridge ; Assar Lindbeck (Sweden), Director, Stockholm University, Institute for International
Economic Studies ; Ryutaro Komiya (Japan), Professor, Tokyo University. Before assuming government office, the present Prime Minister of
France, Raymond Barre, was a member of the group.

"Amidst the sense of unease about economic developments in the OECD countries, there is also emerging a new mood of realism about the
management of economic policy. The old conventional wisdom that, by accepting a higher rate of inflation, we could, on a sustained basis,
have more rapidgains in employment and real incomes has not worked out. There is now a disposition to take a harder look at what needs to

be done. This new mood of realism offers hope that the route to a more enduring expansion of employment, real incomes and import mar -
kets can yet be found. "

"One of the hopeful auguries is quite simply that eight economists, reflecting a great diversity of experience and points of view, arrived at a
substantial degree of consensus about the sources of our present problems and some suggestions for policy directed towards the realities

of these problems." Professor Paul McCracken, Chairman of the Group

quite disproportionally large in terms of
previous experience. (See chart E.)
Finished product prices also increased
rapidly, and this fed back in investment
and consumer goods prices to the overall
cost levels of material-producing indus¬
tries. The worldwide commodity boom
was perhaps the most spectacular
symptom of what was an exceptionally
rapid and internationally linked upswing.

Foreign trade prices rose rapidly, and
most of the acceleration of inflation ap¬
peared to be external to an individual
country in the sense that it appeared to
arise principally from import-cost-push
or export-demand-pull factors. But with
the important exception of oil prices, the
dynamic process was largely internal to
the OECD countries as a group. Whereas
international linkages had earlier ena¬
bled redirection of commodities and re¬

sources from areas of slower activity to
areas of boom, in this instance they

served to transmit only the competing
demands of economies simultaneously
in expansion.

OECD countries did not reach unpre¬
cedented levels of resource utilisation,

the report notes. These had been higher
in 1969. What was exceptional was the
speed of the expansion and the fact that it
was fuelled by expansionary monetary!
policies. These two factors in conjunc¬
tion with some unfortunate accidents led

to an inflationary outburst. Inflation re-
emerged when margins of spare capacity
were still quite ample. Initially it was at¬
tributable to strains in goods markets
rather than in labour markets. But it was

natural that at some stage there would be
pressure for wages to catch up. With
variations among countries, this came in
1973.

As the elements seemed to be fitting
into place for a wage-price spiral, coun

tries began to move to restriction in their
general economic policy. The growth of
real GNP slowed down from 8 per cent in
the first half of 1973 to 3 per cent in the
second.

The Oil Crisis

The quadrupling of the price of oil in
October and December 1973 magnified
first inflation and then recession in the

industrial countries. The increased im¬

port bill $65 billion per year rep¬
resented over 1 1/2 per cent of OECD GNP
and considerably more for some indi¬
vidual countries 3 per cent for the Un¬
ited Kingdom for example and 3Vi per
cent for Japan. And the increase in the
price of oil posed very difficult problems
for the determination of an appropriate
conjunctural policy response. The in¬
flationary impact was clear as was the
immediate effect of the vastly higher im-
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B. The Changing Assessments of Growth Prospects 1960-1976
OECD real GNP at constant exchange rates

(Index 1960 = 100, log. scale)

I
m

1. In the early Sixties there was a tendency
to underestimate the potential for growth.

2. By the mid-Sixties projections ofgrowth
had been revised upwards to levels close to
those actually achieved in the second half
of the decade.

1970 PROJECTION

3. This led to the projection of even
highergrowth rates at the beginning of
the 1970's and for a while it looked as

though these might be achieved.

4. Estimates ofpotential growth have now been revised
downwards as a result of the events of the last few years,
including the first major post-war recession. The growth
rate incorporated in the OECD Secretariat's "scenario "
published in 1976, which was not a projection ofgrowth
potential but rather a suggested recovery path back to¬
wards full employment, would result in a level ofoutput
in 1980 well below that projected at the beginning of the
decade.

73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

OECD projection
Actual outcome

1960 projection, continued
1970 projection, cor'7~

port bill on the balance of payments. And
the contractionary impact on demand of
the forced transfer to the OPEC nations

was also widely understood at an early
stage. Coming at a time when both
monetary and fiscal policies had turned
more restrictive to counter inflationary
pressures, this contractionary impact as¬
sumed even greater significance.

Ministers of Finance meeting in Rome
in January 1974 under the auspices of the
IMF's Committee of 20 clearly under¬
stood these issues and released a state

ment recognising the need for current
account deficits to be accepted for a time
and the importance of sustaining the
level of economic activity. However
while the basic analysis of the effects of
the oil price rise was worked out at an
early stage, the precise timing was not. In
fact initial reactions were such as to make

governments still more conscious of the
inflation risk. The commodity price
boom was reactivated, and in some

countries there was a buying spree.

Had the one-shot price increase been

accepted as such an an excise tax levied
by OPEC it could have passed through
the distribution process and resulted
simply in a staged adjustment to a new
higher price level. But the increase rep¬
resented an evident reduction in real in¬

come. The process of attempting to re¬
store real wages in the face of this sudden
price increase set in motion further
rounds of the wage-price spiral as de¬
mand management was partly accom¬
modating in an effort to avoid an even
more severe recession.

This change in the cost of a major input
relative to output prices and not accom¬
panied by offsetting adjustments in real
wages reduced profitability, current and
expected, of enterprises other than
those producing energy. Moreover the
change in the cost of energy relative to
other factors of production rendered
some part of the existing capital stock
obsolete, calling for additional invest¬
ment to replace energy-intensive
equipment. This would tend to raise the
capital-output ratio.

Governments reacted in different

ways. In most countries the price of oil
was allowed to come through fairly
rapidly, and the OECD inflation rate ac¬
celerated in the spring of 1974 to 15 per
cent and as much as 30 per cent in Japan
and the United Kingdom. The major
countries relied primarily on the tradi¬
tional tools of demand mangement, in
particular by means of a further tighten¬
ing of monetary policy. One rather
sophisticated approach, adopted by the
Netherlands and Sweden, was to allow

the oil price rise to come through but to
make offsetting cuts in indirect taxes on
non-energy intensive services and goods
to reduce the loss of real incomes, try¬

ing though without much success to
obtain a wage bargain which accepted
part of that loss.

Along with the effect on prices, the
other most visible impact of the oil crisis
in the short run was on balances of pay¬
ments. The 1974 deficit was $33 bill¬

ion a "daunting" figure, particularly as
its distribution was very uneven, but
somewhat smaller than had generally
been expected, in part because of larger
deficits in the non-oil developing coun¬
tries made possible by unprecedented
increases in private lending to these
countries. Oil importers made consider¬

able joint efforts to tackle the balance of
payments problems. Indeed, given the
magnitude of the shock of the oil crisis
and the subsequent recession and the
big temptation for countries to attempt
to go it alone, the degree of international
solidarity displayed was "encouraging "in
the group's view. »-
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The Recession

1974 was likely to be a recession year
even without the oil crisis. In addition,

the oil price increase imparted a contrac¬
tionary impact which governments in the
main made little attempt to offset and in
some cases further reinforced by an in¬
tensification of their fight against infla¬
tion. There seems little doubt that a sub¬

stantial recession was intended, the re¬

port notes. "Most of us would argue it was
necessary to limit the risks of wage ex¬
plosions and an accelerating price level. "
But there is also little doubt that it turned

out to be steeper and deeper than ini¬
tially expected. There was underestima¬
tion of the simultaneous lagged effects of
restrictive policies and the external
shock of the oil price increase, both act¬
ing concurrently in nearly all countries,
interacting with and reinforcing
progressive loss of confidence on the
part of both business and consumers.

The report suggests that, although the
main reason for the crisis of confidence

was the worsening of the general
economic situation, other factors may

have contributed : Watergate, the near
victory of the Left in the French Presi¬
dential elections, signs of strain in the
financial system (the Herstatt failure) and
the popularity at the time of prophesies
of economic doom and the apparent
confirmation of the arguments of the
Club of Rome.

In the second half of 1974 OECD

economies hit an "airpocket". Industrial
production fell by 10 per cent between
July 1974and April 1975. Inventories were
run down, and foreign trade fell dramati¬
cally. Commodity prices experienced a
major correction reversing about half the
rise since 1972. By the second quarter of
1975 unemployment had risen from a low
of some 8 million during the boom to
around 15 million a postwar record
representing some 5lh per cent of the
civilian labour force, despite the fact that
much of the adjustment to lower demand
for labour took the form of underem¬

ployment of existing labour, declining
rates of participation in the labour force
and a net return of migrant labour: "The
latter development was particularly un¬
fortunate since it placed an additional
burden of adjustment on a group of
Mediterranean countries already hard hit
by world recession and inflation."

"Perhaps the most important lesson we
draw from this period is the crucial im¬
portance of international linkages" the
report comments. When a large number
of countries are simultaneously pursuing
expansionary policies, the combined
multiplier effectfor the system as a whole

is stronger than an individual country
would expect for its own economy if it
had acted alone: the OECD area as a

whole is much less of an open economy
than each of its components. Moreover,

these linkages appeared to magnify, in
part through speculative responses, the
impact of the disturbances to which the
system was subjected in rapid succes¬
sion.

C. The Electoral Cycle

H Scheduled elections

Ear

8 70
UJ

O
I	| Early elections

£ (Countries weighted by 1975 GDP
converted at 1975 exchange rates)

CDN: Canada

F: France

D: Germany
I: Italy
J: Japan

GB: United Kingdom
USA: United States

Note: This chart relates to national legislative elections; in countries where more than one house is elected
it refers to the lower house elections. For the United States, the elections in question are presidential.

This chart shows the tendency for a bunching of national elections in the major countries in a
four-year cycle. The report draws attention to what is considered to have been an excessive resort
to expansionary policies in the run-up to the 1972 elections.
"There is evidence that governments have learned from past mistakes "says Professor McCrac¬
ken. "Earlier in the Seventies it looked as though, whenever there was an election coming up,
governments expanded. But the really interesting point is that this didn't happen in 1976".

D. The Mix of Monetary and Fiscal Policies
in the OECD Area

Fiscal policy was strongly expansionary in 1966-67, particularly in the United States, reflecting
expenditures connected with the War in Vietnam and major new social programmes. Monetary
policy was also quite expansionary.

Monetary policy, as shown by the money supply, broadly defined (M2), was by far the
dominant expansionary force in 1970-72.

The strong fiscal stimulus in 1975 was sharply reversed in 1976. Monetary policy in 1975-76 was
generally more cautious than in previous expansionary phases.
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The notion that a deficit on current ac¬

count of some size should be accepted
was subscribed to quite widely. Indeed
while a precise criterion for apportioning
the total current account deficit of OECD

countries was never agreed on, there was
widespread agreement that it should be
shared out in some sense "fairly". But a
number of countries found the rate of

inflation in early 1974 unacceptably high
and "quite legitimately" took measures
aimed at reducing it. Whether they de¬
sired it directly or not and some un¬
doubtedly did those that were suc¬
cessful also found that the favourable

effect on their balance of payments was
substantial. It was at this time that the

seeds of divergent trends between
OECD countries were being sown.

The differential movements in demand

and inflation led to big shifts in balance of
payments positions. There was a strong
tendency for the current deficit to be
shifted from the early "deflators" to the
slower "deflators" and from the de¬

veloped to the developing countries.

The Tragile Recovery

Recovery began in the middle of 1975
led by the United States and Japan but
with the European countries following
with only a short lag. The strategy of
aiming at a moderate but sustained ex¬
pansion, adopted at the OECD Minister¬
ial meeting in June 1976, was implied in
the policies followed from the bottom of
recession onwards. The monetary ex¬

pansion which began at the end of 1974
was decidely moderate compared with
1971-72, and the authorities were keep¬
ing a close watch on monetary aggre¬
gates (rather than interest rates). By 1976
a significant number of countries had set
a target or guideline for their rate of in¬
crease. In the first half of 1975 (earlier in

Germany) the largest countries took
stimulative fiscal action.

In the course of 1976, the recovery fal¬
tered for a time. Widening divergence in
policies and performance between
groups of countries termed "distur¬
bing" by the McCracken Group was

reflected in the fact that exchange rates
started to fan out substantially, and some
of the sharp movements in exchange
rates exceeded for a time differences in

current rates of inflation, notably for
Italy, the United Kingdom and France ; all
three found it necessary to take restric¬
tive measures in the second half of the

year, and their growth prospects then
looked bleak. Current account positions
in a number of cases moved further away
from those desired by the authorities. In
the three years following the oil price
rise, OECD countries ran a cumulative

current deficit of some $60 billion, but a

group of them including Italy, France,
the United Kingdom and a number of
smaller countries, accounting for only
about 30 per cent of the area's GNP, ac¬
cumulated a deficit of no less than

$75 billion. Some were becoming inde¬
bted to a worrying extent. In the course
of the year a number of countries re¬
sorted to trade restrictions. Thus the re¬

covery which was intended to be moder¬
ate but sustained has so far proved rather
fragile.

Can the Record be Improved?

The worsening performance in the in¬
dustrialised countries then is mainly at¬
tributed to an unfortunate sequence of
events the Vietnam war, the break¬

down of the pegged exchange rate sys¬
tem, the harvest failures and the explo¬
sive rise in oil prices and to policy er¬
rors, in particular the overly expansionary
monetary and fiscal policies followed by
most countries in 1970-72 in part induced
by events surrounding the move to a
more flexible exchange rate system.
Taken by themselves neither the shocks
nor the policy errors might have led to
greater disruption than was experienced,
for example at the time of the Korean
War, the report notes. But "the combina¬
tion was decisive and their legacy is still
with us in the form of adverse expecta¬
tions about inflation, employment and
growth. "

"This does not mean that demand

management is no longer effective in re¬
ducing inflation", the group concludes.
There has been a severe deterioration in

the short-run trade-off between activity
and inflation but, although less favoura¬
ble, the strikingly close correlation bet¬
ween inflation in the OECD area and de¬

mand pressures 12-18 months earlier has
continued to hold (chart F). Inflation has

slowed down from a peak of about 15 per
cent to about 8 per cent as demand pres¬
sures have eased, and the exogenous
factors which caused most of the earlier

acceleration have ceased or been re¬

versed. "Restrictive demand manage¬
ment policies are decidedly effective
against the type of inflation OECD coun¬
tries have been experiencing", the report
concludes. Moreover, without signific¬
ant restraint of demand, the wage-price

spiral would not have slowed down ; on
the contrary the inflation would have ri¬
sen further.

"Adverse expectations born of recent
experience will be with us for some time"
the report notes. But there is no funda¬
mental reason why, in more favourable
circumstances and with improved
policies they cannot be reversed. The
continuing legacy of 1971-75 makes for
unusual difficulties in framing policies
for the years immediately ahead" the
McCracken Group concludes. "We re¬
ject, however, the view that existing
market-oriented economic systems and
democratic political institutions have
failed. What is needed is better use of

existing instruments of economic policy
and better functioning and management
of existing market mechanisms".

Policies for the Future

Overcoming Adverse
Expectations

The first basic problem to which the
McCracken Group addresses itself is
how to overcome the legacy of adverse

expectations left by recent experience.
This legacy is in effect a double bind :
after recent experience with high rates of
inflation people expect much higher
rates of inflation in the future the more

so as there is continuing concern thatthe

price of oil and some other commodities
may take off again. And after recent ex¬
perience of deep recession, people are
less confident about the future growth of
output and employment, particularly
since recent trends are regarded by many
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as confirming pessimistic views such as
those of the Club of Rome about the

longer term prospects for continuing
growth. Thus a given increase in demand
is more likely to generate inflation and
less likely to stimulate investment and
employment than would have been the
case in the past. Policies must beaimed at
fostering healthier expectations with re¬
gard to both inflation and growth.

The Narrow Path

In the short run this can be done by
following a recovery track explicitly
structured to let the memory of un¬
favourable initial conditions erode, and

this means a progressive return to full
employment and price stability.

The group therefore believes that gov¬
ernments have been right to aim at a
moderate but sustained expansion of
demand. Under normal circumstances, a

front-loaded recovery (one in which a
large part of the increase in demand and
output takes place early in the recovery)
would have been desirable because of

the unacceptably high levels to which
unemployment has risen during the re¬
cession. But this approach would have
led to a rapid rate of increase in demand
and hence to an early resurgence of in¬
flation which in turn would have under¬

mined confidence in the sustainability of
the recovery, impeded the necessary in¬
vestment and forced governments to a
new round of restrictive policies, reces¬
sion and even higher levels of unem¬
ployment.

F. The Lag in Price Increases - OECD Total

This chart shows that when demand pressures in the OECD area have increased, inflation has
accelerated (and vice versa) with a lag ofabout one year. Demandpressures are measured here by
the gap between actual and "potential" CDP as estimated by the OECD Secretariat. Thus the
lower the gap figure, the higher the demand pressures.

Unemployment is not being "accep¬
ted" as a means to control inflation

demand pressures in labour markets are
generally slack, and the inflation whose
legacy has to be overcome did not origi¬
nate in labour markets. A moderate rate

of expansion is essential to avoid the re¬
surgence of inflationary behaviour of the
kind which characterised the 1972-73

boom.

What should be aimed at is a recovery
track which will minimise average unem¬
ployment over the recovery period as a
whole. In other words, governments
should accept, reluctantly, a less rapid
reduction of unemployment now in or¬
der to achieve lower levels of unem¬

ployment later on.

E. Sensitivity of Industrial Material Prices to
Fluctuations in OECD Industrial Production

(a) Economist $ Index, adjusted for changes in effective exchange rates.

This chart illustrates the tendency for spot prices of industrial materials to rise when industrial
production is increasing strongly, and vice versa (both variables are shown as deviations from
their long-run trend in order to bring this relationship out most clearly). It brings out the unusual
strength of the 1972-73 commodity price boom. This reflected not only emerging supply-demand
imbalances in certain key commodities but, even more importantly, large-scale speculative
purchases fueled by excessive monetary ease. The behaviour of industrial material prices since
1973 suggests continuation of this tendency towards greater sensitivity to short-term fluctuations
in demand.

Moreover the report suggests that the
authorities should aim at a narrow path
around this recovery track (see chart G).
The lower limit is a rate of expansion suf¬
ficient to encourage a recovery in in¬
vestment (a rate, that is, at which over¬

head costs could be spread, profit mar¬
gins improved and expectations of the
need for additional capacity in the
reasonably near future be created). The
upper limit is set by the point at which a
rapid increase in aggregate demand
would again ignite inflationary expecta¬
tions.

The first key word in this connection is
active: a succession of injections of pur¬
chasing power may be needed over a
period of months or years while at the
same time the authorities stand ready to
begin withdrawing stimulus as soon as
the upturn gathers momentum. The sec¬
ond word is caution: in view of the falli¬

bility of forecasts, delays, and difficulties
in identifying new trends, all the action
required should not be taken in one go.
The McCracken Group recommends in¬
stead, a process of successive approxi¬
mation and policy changes designed to
"undershoot" rather than "overshoot"

their intended target. "The case for feel¬
ing one's way along gingerly is rather
compelling" the report concludes.

If governments are able to "nurse and
nudge "demand along this narrow track,
more healthy expectations concerning
inflation and growth should gradually
emerge, and normal self-correcting
forces present in market economies can
again come into play.

A Policy of Nonaccommodation

In the longer run, the policy
framework should provide a constant
reminder to governments, business and
labour that high rates of inflation lead
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inevitably in time to loss of sales and loss
of jobs. This means a policy of not ac¬
commodating high rates of inflation.

In future, governments should make it
clearer when framing, explaining and ex¬
ecuting their policies that they will
not and in the end cannot pursue
policies which will permit or accommo¬
date high rates of inflation. In decen¬
tralised systems, firm use of the tradi¬
tional tools of demand management may
be sufficient in themselves to wind down

inflationary behaviour. In countries
where wage and price determination is
centralised, monopolised and politi¬
cised, it is both necessary and possible
for the government to try to influence
behaviour directly by discussing with
those concerned the demand manage¬
ment policies it intends to follow and the
consequences of responsible or irres¬
ponsible behaviour on their part for em¬
ployment and growth. It is up to each
country to determine how it can bring
home the message, and, in this context,
the group "regrets" that some govern

ments still seem to be too politically em¬
barrassed to admit in public that, nor¬
mally, anti-inflationary demand man¬
agement policies lead to a temporary rise
in unemployment. "The authorities must
be prepared to make it clear that infla¬
tionary behaviour will lead to unemp¬
loyment and insolvency", the report
says. "Candour does pay, particularly for
Ministers of Finance."

More specifically the report recom¬
mends that a policy of nonaccommoda-
tion be built on several pillars:

It was in the field of monetary policy

that the biggest mistakes were made in
the early 1970s a failure to appreciate
the full implications of the explosive rise
in inflationary expectations and the fact
that monetary phenomena often have
their impact on the real world only after
quite a long lag. To remedy this situation,
the report proposes public announce¬
ment of targets for the rate of growth of
the money supply. This approach has the
advantage of being easy to understand :
"The proposition that ' if the government

G. The Narrow Path Back Towards Full Employment
and Price Stability

Potential output
-^ Actual output

Target recovery track

_^ "Speed limits"

At the present time, with a legacy of unfavourable expectations concerning both growth and
inflation, there may only be a narrow path between a rate of expansion sufficient to encourage a
recovery of investment but not so strong as to rekindle inflation. What is needed is a policy of
"cautious activism ".

As more healthy expectations emerge , however, it should be increasingly possible to leave
correction of minor deviations from the desired course to built-in stabilizers designed to
strengthen such self-correcting forces as exist in the economy.

prints too much money, there will be in¬
flation and, if it prints too little, people
will lose their jobs ' is probably one of the
few propositions in economics which
appear reasonably obvious to the ordi¬
nary citizen", the report notes, "and the
causal relationships are sufficiently sta¬
ble so that they can be enunciated in
quantitative terms".

A fiscal policy geared to a budget target
designed to avoid giving an inflationary
stimulus over the medium term. In the

fiscal policy field the need is not to do
things differently but to do them better,
the McCracken report notes and goes on
to endorse the ideas behind such ap¬
proaches as the "full employment sur¬
plus" in the United States, the "neutral
budget" in Germany and "structural
budget policy" in the Netherlands (with¬
out coming out for any particular techni¬
que) : Governments should establish and
publish medium-term budgetary targets
for surplus or deficit to be aimed at under
conditions of full employment and price
stability, and should also provide a regu¬
lar analysis of deviations of the actual
budget from the target how far they re¬
flect discretionary action rather than au¬
tomatic stabilizers and how such dis¬

cretionary action will eventually be re¬
scinded or offset. Fitting budgetary
targets into regularly revised medium-
term projections would provide the re¬
quired flexibility to adjust the longer- run
budget posture to unexpected events
and changing public preferences.

As to the budgetary stance itself, the
deficit (or surplus) should counterbal¬
ance the excess (or deficiency) in savings
of the private sector taking into account
the persistent export of domestic sav¬
ings. "Continuing efforts are needed to
convince people that budget deficits are
not in themselves inflationary so long as
they are no larger than needed to coun¬
terbalance an excess of savings in the
private sector". But firm guidelines to
constrain deficit financing will become
increasingly important as employment
and capacity utilisation rise and the bal¬
ance between savings and investment in
the private sector swings back sharply in
line with more normal propensities to
save and invest.

Monetary and fiscal policy should be

used in tandem but need to be carefully
coordinated. In the present context
there is a danger that the authorities may
have to push up the rate of monetary
expansion sharply to offset the upward
pressure on interest rates coming from
inflationary expectations of lenders,
generated simply by the existence of
what is thought to be but is not an
unduly large deficit. One thing which
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could ease this dilemma would be the

issue of index-linked securities by the
government. More fundamentally if a
government correctly judges the neces¬
sary overall public sector deficit (or sur¬
plus) it should normally be possible to
avoid excessive monetary financing of
this deficit or raising interest rates so
much as to offset the fiscal stimulus. "The

1975-76 experience strongly suggests
that monetary control is not necessarily
lost in an abnormal recession period and
that cautious monetary management is
not incompatible with appropriate ex¬
pansionary fiscal action. "

A prices and incomes policy designed to
clarify the kind of price and wage be¬
haviour consistent with achieving and
maintaining full employment.

The McCracken group supports the
idea that governments should discuss
regularly with the organisations repre¬
senting business and labour the general
evolution of prices and wages to be
aimed at over the coming year or so and
should be prepared to indicate to those
responsible for wage and price determi¬
nation what kind of behaviour on their

part would be consistent with the
monetary and fiscal policies the au¬
thorities intend to follow.

What is new, the group notes, is that
there are signs that attitudes have
changed in the wake of a major inflation¬
ary recession and in this new context
governments should make a major effort
to keep alive the lessons learned.

Measures to reward or penalise those
who conform to guidelines or who fail to
do so.

The McCracken report specifically
mentions the French conjunctural levy as
"perhaps the most sophisticated device
designed to penalise excessive increases
in un it wages and /or profit margins. Such
devices, despite the likelihood of ad¬
ministrative complications, deserve
further consideration as a way of nar¬

rowing the conflict between the public
interest and the self-interest of the par¬

ties directly concerned.

Exchange rate policies designed to help
lower the inflationary trend. For small
open economies this may mean pegging
the exchange rate to that of a large stable
economy (see page 18).

Better Reconciliation

of Competing Claims

Although adverse expectations may
explain an important part of the deterio¬
ration in the short-term trade-off bet¬

ween inflation and activity (see chart A),
this is not the whole story. As the price-

wage spiral loses momentum and "ex-
pectational" inflation subsides, the re¬
port notes, there may well be an acceler¬
ation of inflation which can broadly be
attributed to competing claims and mal-
funtioning of market structures. Failure
to reconcile competing claims on re¬
sources on the part of different socio¬
economic groups may also impair
growth. A wide range of approaches to
reconciling competing claims are ex¬
plored in the report.

The Investment Problem

There is a major question whether suf¬
ficient productive investment will be
forthcoming to provide the additional
capacity and jobs needed to support the
return to full employment. A substantial
shortfall of investment developed during
the recession. At the same time, invest¬

ment requirements have increased as a
result of demands for environmental

protection and in order to achieve great¬
er energy self-sufficiency (though this
increase is in part offset by a slower rise
in housing demand in some cases). Even
where an adequate flow of saving may be
assured, the shocks of the recent past
have led to widespread pessimism as to
whether sufficient investment will be

undertaken. Risk premiums have in¬
creased. Entrepreneurs are less confi¬
dent about future sales and profits, less
certain about the availability and future
costs of energy and raw materials, and
more concerned about anti-pollution or
safety regulations and changing attitudes
to business.

In addition to these general concerns,
there has been, in some countries, a sec¬

ular rise in the price of labour and other
input costs relative to output prices, and
reduced flexibility in the adjustment of
labour inputs in response to output
fluctuations. Because of the low rate of

return on capital there is not enough in¬
vestment; and what investment takes

place is mainly directed to saving labour
and reducing other costs rather than ex¬
panding capacity and providing addi¬
tional jobs. As cyclical unemployment
falls, a more persistent form of structural
unemployment will, on this view,
emerge because of a mismatch between
the stock of capital and the supply of
labour.

Such a situation can arise from rising
labour costs resulting from strong wage
bargainingwith emphasis on real gains in
after-tax incomes, which are not fully

passed on into prices because of inter¬
national competition, price controls or
restrictive demand management
policies. Over-valued exchange rates
may also play an important role.

There were some differences within

the McCracken Group on the serious¬
ness of this problem. Not only is the evi¬
dence concerning shifts in profitability
and capital-intensity equivocal, but it is
hard to be sure whether markets have

permanently shifted to a higher level of
real wage costs. On the basis of the evi¬
dence examined, the group concluded
that in some cases the United States,

Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands and possibly the Scandina¬
vian countries there may be a reduced
willingness to invest associated with re¬
duced profit expectations. But in some
other countries, including Canada, Japan
and France, it is not clear that there has

been any significant structural change in
the level of profitability.

Public vs. Private Sector

It is increasingly suggested that many
of the problems encountered in recent
years with regard to both growth and in¬
flation can be traced back to the rapid
rise in public expenditure, whose share
in OECDS's GNP has risen on average by
0.4 percentage points a year over the last
ten years.

The demand for goods and services
usually provided by the public sector
tends to rise as societies get richer, both
because of increasing emphasis on such
things as a pleasant urban environment
and better cultural facilities and because

society's sense of responsibility to its less
fortunate members rises. But the group
finds evidence that a number of coun¬

tries have gone too fast in this direction,
and recommends firmer guidelines for
public expenditure, indicating the
"speed limit" beyond which there is a
danger of adverse effects on both growth
and inflation performance.

In orderto improve control over public
expenditure, the McCracken Group gen¬
erally supports arrangements to elimi¬
nate fiscal drag due to inflation i.e. the
rise in the tax burden which occurs au¬

tomatically when prices and hence in¬
comes rise while tax allowances and

brackets remain fixed in nominal terms.

This can be done either by automatic in¬
dexation of the various parameters of the
income-tax system or by less rigorous
arrangements which require the go¬
vernments to make such adjustments
every year unless an explicit decision to
the contrary is taken. The main advan¬
tage of this as seen by the group is that it
reduces the danger that the buoyancy of
public revenue under inflationary condi¬
tions rather than genuine demands from
the electorate will be a major factor be¬
hind the rise in public expenditure; de¬
cisions to increase the tax burden would
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require positive action by governments
and parliaments, and the public at large
would become more aware of the tax im¬

plications of decisions to improve public
programmes. The aim should be to esta¬
blish more clearly the connection
between the demand for particular pub¬
lic services and the price which the
community is prepared to pay for them.

Looking somewhat further ahead,
there could be an over-reaction against
public expenditure so that reductions
would be seen as a panacea for all ills.
This too could be dangerous: insuffi¬
cient public expenditure can have ad¬
verse effects on growth and welfare and,
through frustrated expectations, on in¬
flation as well as causing social conflict.

Foreign vs. Domestic Claims

The most important external claim on
the industrialised OECD countries is the

commitment to achieve an adequate
transfer of resources to the developing
countries, the group notes, urging "early
achievement of the international targets
for official development assistance ". Lar¬
ger capital flows and measures to en¬
hance the purchasing power of develo¬
ping countries can also help to achieve
the necessary transfers.

Between Private Consumers

Prices and incomes policies, advoca¬
ted as a means of diminishing inflationary
expectations, are also favoured as a

means of reconciling competing claims.

Improving the Functioning
of Markets

Determined government efforts to
eliminate restrictions and rigidities and
to promote competition and mobility can
be a vital supplement to the other policy
approaches described.

Labour Markets

Traditional labour market policies de¬
signed to reduce mismatches between
supply and demand for particular cate¬
gories of labour should gradually enable
the economy to operate at a higher over¬
all level of demand without encounter¬

ing labour bottlenecks and strong wage
pressures in particular sectors, the report
suggests. Action to increase the flexibi¬
lity of wage structures is also advocated.

Capital Markets

The report suggests that efforts to
hedge against accelerating inflation have

led to a waste of resources unneces¬

sary construction outlays, for example
and unwarranted stockbuilding and
has affected real investment too. As a

remedy the report recommends remo¬
ving the institutional obstacles to the is¬
sue of indexed bonds, both corporate
and government. These indexed bonds
would be only one of many possibilities
in the sophisticated capital markets
which characterise a number of OECD

countries. And the technical difficulties

are not insuperable. Indexation would
resolve what the report calls "the di¬
lemma of split expectations": investors
are reluctant to borrow at high nominal
interest rates because of the fear that a

deceleration of inflation may expose
them to an excessive interest burden,

while savers are reluctant to engage in
long-term saving except at very high no¬
minal rates because of the fear that infla¬

tion may accelerate. "We may not be far
from the ridiculous situation where the

two parties which have the most to lose
from an unexpected sharp reduction in
the rate of inflation are governments who
are responsible for anti-inflationary poli¬
cies and businessmen whose willingness
to invest in productive capital beyond
their internal financing capacity is crucial
for renewed growth."

The International Dimension

The report contains a provisional as¬
sessment of the new features of the in¬

ternational monetary system floating
exchange rates and the increased role of
private financial markets in the provision
of international liquidity.

To a significant extent the difficulties of
the last five years can be attributed, in the
McCracken Group's view, to the fact
that, while the economies of the develo¬

ped and developing world have become
highly synchronised and interdepen¬
dent, the responsibility for economic
policy remains firmly in the hands of in¬
dependent national entities. "It is not just
the closeness of the economic linkages
that makes things so difficult but also the
lack of the normal domestic political
feedback mechanisms. When strong
restrictive (or expansionary) action is ta¬
ken by two or three major countries,
there is no way in which the economic
and political consequences for the
smaller countries get fed back to those
who took the key decisions except to the
extent that they prove able to act like
world statesmen even though they have
only a national political base."

Since the scope for aiming policy at
deliberate desynchronisation is limited,
countries should regularly try to form a
view as to the need to stimulate or re¬

strain demand in the world economy as a
whole. Which countries should provide
the prime impetus for expanding or
contracting demand? The report gives
several criteria: countries which should

take the lead in expanding demand are
those with high unemployment, low in¬
flation, favourable balances of payments,
large reserves and good credit-worthi¬
ness. The converse obtains if overall re¬

straint of demand is what is required.

A particular problem at the present
time is that countries have had very dif¬
ferent degrees of success in coping with
recent international developments, and
significant divergence in the trends of
economic performance have appeared
which, if continued, could undermine

confidence, prompt recourse to protec¬
tionist trade measures and lead to a gra¬
dual retreat from the open international
trade and payments system that was such
a major factor behind economic growth
earlier in the postwar period. The task of

reducing present divergent trends is
greatly complicated by the existence of
the collective current deficit with OPEC

countries. Some countries have run up
debt so massively in recent years that
their external credit-worthiness may now
be becoming exhausted. "It is a matter of
some urgency therefore that a greater
share of the oil deficit be borne by coun¬
tries whose external credit-worthiness is

intact. "

The first and essential requirement for
halting the divergent trends is effective
domestic anti-inflationary policies in the
countries with high inflation rates. The
second requirement is that favourably
placed countries which could expand
more rapidly without risk of additional
inflation should accept responsibility for
maintaining the momentum of the reco¬
very in world economic activity.

Exchange Rates

Since the move to a more flexible sys¬
tem, exchange rates what the report
calls "the umbilical cord connecting each
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individual country to the world econo¬
my" have tended to be determined in
the longer run by real economic influen¬
ces : conditions in the markets for real

goods and services and relative trends in
costs and prices. In the shorter run,
however, movements in exchange rates
have been comparatively large owing to
the impact of monetary and other deve¬
lopments on equilibrium in international
financial markets, and the fact that ad¬

justment in the markets for real goods
and services is slower than in financial

markets. In the case of a few countries, a

tendency towards "over-adjustment" of
exchange rates downwards has added to
the difficulty of controlling domestic in¬
flationary pressures.

The group formally declares itself
against going back to a formal pegging of
exchange rates as under the old par-
value system : the political over-tones of
a positive decision to change rates favour
procrastination which is an open invita¬
tion to speculation and entails a risk that
governments will drift back towards un¬
desirable ways of defending fundamen¬
tally inappropriate currency prices. The
group is "uncertain and somewhat divi¬
ded "about the extent to which it is likely

to prove necessary or desirable for go¬
vernments to intervene in the exchange
market. It is the broad macro-economic

policies being followed by the countries
concerned that must be the main factor

affecting exchange rates, and the group
considers it a mistake to try to resist mo¬

vements in exchange rates rendered in¬
evitable by changes in relative costs and
prices or other factors affecting a coun¬
try's position on current or capital ac¬
count.

At the same time, if the less well-pla¬
ced countries are to be able to reduce

their high inflation rates, their exchange
rates must move within a range the upper
limit of which still provides significant
incentive for changing their production
structure towards a more export-orien¬
ted economy, and the lower limit is suffi¬
ciently high to be compatible in
conjunction with appropriate demand
management and other policies with
bringing down the domestic rate of infla¬
tion towards that achieved in less infla¬

tionary countries.

Since the adjustments in trade and
payments flows will take time, these
conditions will need to be fulfilled over a

period of one, two or more years. Some
members of the McCracken Group
doubt whether, even if the right policies
are pursued all round, exchange rates
will necessarily move within this relati¬
vely narrow range in the face of inevita

ble economic (and political) uncertain¬
ties. They therefore believe that in pre¬
sent circumstances there is a case for

contingency planning for more active
intervention by governments of various
countries in certain exchange markets to
prevent or correct excessive movements
of rates.

For certain smaller countries, some

members of the group think there may
be a case for pegging the currency, for¬
mally or informally, to that of a major

country with a satisfactory price perfor¬
mance. In this way an exchange-rate
"norm" can be added to or substituted

for monetary, fiscal, and price and in¬
comes norms in a policy of not accom¬
modating high domestic inflation (see
page 16).

International Liquidity

Until the generalised move to floating
exchange rates in March 1973, govern¬
ments relied to a great extent on the defi¬
cit in the United States balance of pay¬
ments to obtain new monetary reserves.

From then on, they increasingly came to
rely on private international markets, and
particularly the Euromarkets, to finance
payment imbalances and influence ex¬
change rate movements.

The process of reserve creation has
become more demand determined, and

governments are formally unconstrained
in their demand for credit so long as they
are willing to pay the market rate of inte¬
rest and the private markets are prepared
(and able) to increase their deposits in
domestic banking systems to satisfy the
demand. The limits of reserve creation

have become ill-defined and fluid and

are set by the private markets' judgement
of the credit-worthiness of individual

countries rather than by official multila¬
teral evaluation of the policies being fol¬
lowed or the needs of the system as a
whole. Thus the international monetary

system has taken on some of the charac¬
teristics of a domestic credit system
without a central bank.

The McCracken Group is concerned
not so much with the increase in interna¬

tional liquidity as such, vast though it has
been, but about the extremely uneven
accumulation of debt within and outside

the OECD area. Access to international

financing is, at times, so easy as to tempt
governments to postpone needed ad¬
justments, but can then abruptly become
difficult as shifts occur in market senti¬

ment regarding individual countries'
credit-worthiness. Moreover, limits to

the expansion of international financing
can only become effective by imposing
strains on the monetary system as a
whole and on the viability of the private

financial intermediaries which play such
a major role in it.

A solution to these dangers should be
sought not by trying greatly to restrict the
activities of the international financial

markets. Rather, the challenge is to ma¬
nage the supply of liquidity more effecti¬
vely. A closer association between pri¬

vate lending and official conditionality is
one approach mentioned. "Private finan¬
cial institutions should pay more heed to
the overall economic situation in bor¬

rowing countries while borrowing
countries should be ready to seek advice
and help from official multilateral insti¬
tutions somewhat earlier.There should

be an increase in the amount of official

financing available to back up appro¬
priate stabilization programmes and help
get through the prolonged period of ad¬
justment to higher oil prices. And, exis¬
ting arrangements for supervising the
activities of the international markets and

for providing lender-of-last-resort facili¬
ties in case of real need should be

reviewed regularly, in order to avert the
possibility of severe strains on the overall
monetary system."

Present international monetary arran¬
gements are described as a market-
oriented or "federative" system, where
the availability and terms on which ex¬
ternal financing can be obtained are de¬
termined in individual cases by private
institutions, but where forthe system as a
whole they are determined by the joint
product of the monetary policies being
followed in the major financial centres.
"Such a federative system can be viable
so long as the authorities responsible for
monetary policies in the major countries
are prepared to pay sufficient attention
to conditions in and the needs of the

world economy as a whole. " The essen¬
tial instruments of monetary sovereignty
remain national, but in using them mo¬
netary authorities must act increasingly
in terms of the broader interests of the

world community as a whole, the report
concludes. "This again emphasizes the
need for closer consultation and better

co-ordination of demand-management
policies. The need is not for more meet¬
ings or the creation of new international
bodies. But the degree to which the
world price level as a whole has become
sensitive to fluctuations in demand, and

the rapidity with which loss of confi¬
dence affecting investment, inventories
and consumers' behaviour seems to

spread out from country to country, un¬
derline the fact that close international

co-operation is an essential ingredient of
a programme directed towards getting
back to full employment and price stabi¬
lity."
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The medium-term strategy adopted by OECD governments in June 1976 aimed at
progressive reduction of inflation and unemployment over the period to 1980. The strategy recognised

that the attainment of sustained growth and higher employment was dependent on improving
price stability and, generally, a switch of resources to productive investment

and net exports. Moreover, to avoid wide fluctuations in growth, demand management needed to be
governed by medium-term considerations and be approached on an

internationally co-ordinated basis. The strategy was re-affirmed by the OECD Council Meeting at
Ministerial Level in June this year (see page 3).

Over the past twelve months, OECD
| GNP has risen by a bit less than
4 per cent, and in many countries

unemployment has risen further. In the
main, this disappointing growth perfor¬
mance reflected the need to pursue or

strengthen stabilization policies in coun¬
tries with high rates of inflation and a weak
external position although the recovery
has also proved somewhat hesitant and un¬
predictable in the countries in a better posi¬
tion. Reviewing the situation at their June
meeting, OECD Ministers agreed that the
achievement of the objectives of the
strategy would be promoted by a some¬
what faster rate of expansion in the OECD
area as a whole in 1 978 than seems likely to
be achieved in 1977, although this does not
apply to some countries. They felt that an
overall growth rate of OECD GNP of
around 5 per cent in 1978 would at this
point seem desirable and consistent with
the strategy ; it should enable real progress
to be made in reducing unemployment next
year, would help to stimulate productive
investment, and should be compatible with
a further reduction in inflation.

Ministers agreed that, where necessary
and appropriate, action should be taken to
achieve this somewhat faster rate of expan¬
sion. The OECD forecasts for the first half

of 1978 suggest to the extent they are
correct that such action may be needed

in a number of cases. While the prospects
for a sustained expansion seem reasonably
good in the United States, the growth rates
forecasts for domestic demand in most

other countries in the first half of next year
(tables 1 and 2) would be insufficient to

provide an incentive for capital widening
investments or to prevent a further rise in
unemployment (see tables 3 and 4). These
forecasts are of course subject to the usual
uncertainties. It is particularly difficult to
judge how confidence may evolve over the
coming months since both positive and
negative influences of an economic and
non-economic nature are likely to be at
work. But where action is needed to sus¬

tain the recovery in 1978 there is a case for
taking it reasonably promptly so as to
maintain the recovery on a reasonably
steady course.

The overall prospects for any significant
reduction in inflation next year are not par¬
ticularly good. In some countries the need
to pursue or re-inforce stabilization
policies means that there will be little or no
scope for a faster rate of expansion next
year. What is important is that taken to¬
gether the policies being pursued by indi¬
vidual countries provide the basis for
non-inflationary growth and better inter¬
national payments equilibrium in the
OECD area and the world economy as a
whole. In this connection, it has been ag

reed that Member countries will communi¬

cate their preliminary objectives for the
growth of output and domestic demand and
their stabilization policies for 1978 to the
OECD early next autumn so that their
mutual consistency and global implica¬
tions can be examined, and can then pro¬
vide the basis for monitoring progress

during the course of next year (see page 6).

Domestic

Developments

Recent developments in demand and
output have been broadly in line with the
forecast presented in the December
Economic Outlook. The mid- 1 976 pause in
the recovery gave way at the end of the
year and the early part of this year to a
somewhat stronger rise in total OECD out¬
put. In the United States, the rise in activity
has been rather stronger than expected and
unemployment has fallen, but in the ma¬
jority of Member countries the expansion
has remained hesitant and unemployment
has continued to rise. The rise in industrial

production has recently slowed down

again, and capacity utilisation rates remain
generally low. A surge in international
food and industrial raw material prices and
the effects of adverse weather on food and
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Table 1

Growth of real GNP in the OECD area

Percentage changes seasonally adjusted at annual rates

Weights
Average
1963-64

From previous From previous half- ('ear

in

total"
to

year 1976 1977 1978

1973-74 1975 1976 1977 1 11 I 11 I

United States 38.6 4.0 -1.8 6.1 51 6.5 3.7 5Î 5* 5i
Japan 12.5 9.4 2.4 6.3 5 J 8.7 2.9 5Î 7 5

Germany 10.8 4.4 -3.2 5.6 4 7.4 3.1 4* 34 3!
France'' 8.3 5.4 0.1 5.2 3 6.2 3.5 2* 3 3

United Kingdom" 5.7 2.7 -1.8 1.4 1 3.6 1.5 0 2è H
Italy" 4.3 4.7 -3.5 5.6 2} 8.5 4.9 2 1

4
3

4

Canada 4.0 5.4 1.1 4.9 3 7.8 0 4.1- 3* 4è
Total of above countries 84.2 5.0 -1.1 5.6 4} 6.9 3.2 4* 4f 4*
Other OECD countries'^ 15.8 5.0 -0.5 2.9 2\

Total OECD 100.0 5.0 -1.0 5.2 4 6.3 3.3 4} 41 4

Memorandum items

Four major European
countries 29.1 4.4 -2.0 4.7 3 6.5 3.2 n 2J 2Î

Industrial production:
Seven major countries" 5.7 -8.6 9.5 5:. 12.4 5.2 5Ï 7± 51
Total OECD" 5.7 -8.2 8.9 5.5 11.5 5.5 4Ï 7 5-1

a) 1975 GNP/GDP weights unci exchani;e rates.

b) GDP.

.) For details, see Table 2.

Table 2

Growth of real GDP

Weights
in total

OECD"

Average
1963-64

to

From

previous year

in other 1973-74 1975 1976 1977

OECD countries

Percentage changes
Australia

New Zealand

2.1

0.3

5.1

3.7

1.5

-3.0

3.6

-1.1

2

-2

Austria" 1.0 5.2 -2.0 5.2 3|
Belgium" 1.7 5.0 -1.9 2.3 2|
Denmark 0.9 4.3 -1.1 5.5 1

Finland 0.7 5.2 0.5 0.2 2

Greece" 0.5 7.1 5.7 6.0 5

Ireland 0.2 4.1 -0.5 3.0 41
Netherlands 2.1 5.3 -1.1 4.2 3*
Norway 0.7 4.7 3.5 6.0 5.',

Spain 2.6 6.6 0.8 1.8 21
Sweden 1.8 3.6 0.6 1.5 1

Switzerland" 1.4 3.6 -7.6 0.5 U

Total smaller

European countries'1 13.4 5.1 -0.7 2.9 2|
Total other OECD

a) 1975 GNP/GDP weights countries'1 15.8 5.0 -0.5 2.9 -> I
-

and exchange rates.

b) GNP.
_) Including Iceland. Memorandum items

Luxembourg, OECD Europe 42.5 4.6 -1.6 4.1

Portugal and Turkey. EEC 33.9 4.5 -1.9 4.6 3

other retail prices, pushed the annual rate
of increase in OECD consumer prices up to
about 1 1 lh per cent in the first five months
of this year compared with 8 per cent in the
second half of 1976 (see chart A). To a

large extent, this development reflected
temporary supply disruptions rather than
the underlying strength of demand, and
signs of a more moderate pace are becom¬
ing apparent.

The forecasts presented here show total
OECD output rising by a little more than

4 per cent over the twelve months to mid-
1978. But within this overall picture sub¬
stantial differences are foreseen between

trends in the United States and in most

other countries.

In the United States, the gathering pace
in recent months has been led by consumer
spending and residential investment. Vir¬
tually alone among Member countries, the
United States is seeing non-residential in¬
vestment beginning to recover (see
chart B). The fiscal programme should

lend considerable support to demand late
in 1977 and the first half of 1978. Though
expansion may slow down somewhat from
the high rates experienced in recent
months, a satisfactory pace with continued
fall in economic slack seems likely over
the coming months.

Activity in Japan picked up somewhat in
the first half of this year, led by a sharp
increase in exports. Domestic demand
gathered some strength, but less markedly.
In the second half-year domestic demand
may push the growth rate up to around
7 per cent. A supplementary fiscal 1976
budget introduced in February and the
front-loading of public works appropria¬
tions in the fiscal 1 977 budget are impor¬
tant supporting elements. Private con¬
sumption should also improve with higher
summer bonus payments, a cut in personal
income taxes and some growth in emp¬
loyment. But business confidence remains
weak and productive investment is likely
to remain sluggish. As the temporary
stimulus from present policies wears off,
the rise in output may slow down to an
annual rate of about 5 per cent in the first
half of 1978, implying a continuing large
margin of slack.

In Germany, activity picked up late in
1976 but has since lost some buoyancy.
Falling business climate indicators and
lack of strength in new orders point to a
relatively weak development of demand
and output over the next twelve months.
Despite some stimulus from policy, real
GNP growth may be under 4 per cent over
the year to mid- 1978, with weak trends in
private consumption and private fixed in¬
vestment. Unemployment may rise and
employment decline.

These three economies account for

nearly two-thirds of OECD's total output.
In most other countries, very prudent de¬
mand management and severe restraint
in some is the order of the day.

In both the United Kingdom and Italy,
policies are designed to curtail the growth
of domestic demand to mid- 1978: despite
an expected improvement in the real
foreign balance, total demand pressures
seem likely to weaken in both countries
through the period, implying a progressive
deterioration in labour markets. In France,

after a relatively weak development in the
first half of 1977, real GDP may rise by
about 3 per cent, probably entailing some
growth of unemployment during the year
to mid- 1978. Modest expansion is also in
prospect in Canada, although in contrast to
the other large economies some gain in
momentum seems probable through the
forecast period.

In many of the smaller OECD countries,
restrictive demand policies will need to be
pursued or strengthened. As discussed la-
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Table 3

Unemployment rates/estimates and forecasts
Per cent of total labour force, seasonally adjusted

">V

Total OECD >

of which:
United States

Japan
Germany

Total OECD Europe =

i976

7-7
2.0

4-7

4.4

'977 1977
I

71
2

4 I

II

'978
I

6 J
2

5

5i

1. Representing over 90 per rent of the OECE) labour force. A rate of 5 per cent represents approximately 15 million
unemployed excluding Portugal and Turkey; including these two countries the number unemployed is about [7 million.

2. Excluding Portugal and Turkey.

Table 4

Adjusted unemployment rates in selected OECD countries"
Per cent of total labour force, seasonally adjustcc

Average 1974 1975 1976 1976 1977

1962-73 Ql Q2 03 Q4 Ql

United States 4.6 5.4 8.3 7.5 7.4 7.3 7.7 7.7 7.2

Japan 1.2 1.4 (2.0) (2.1) (2.1) (2.1) (2.1) (2.0) (1.9)

Germany (0.6) (1.5) (3.6) (3.5) (4.2) (3.3) (3.2) (3.4) (3.9)

France (2.2) (2.7) (4.1) (4.0) (4.1) (4.1) (3.9) (3.8) (3.9)

United Kingdom (3.1) (2.9) (4.4) (6.0) (5.5) (6.0) (6.4) (5.9) (6.0)

Italy (3.5) (3.1) (3.6) (3.9) (3.5) (4.0) (4.2) (4.1) (4.1)"

Canada 5.1 5.4 6.9 7.1 6.8 7.1 7.2 7.4 7.8

Australia 1.6 2.2 4.3 4.4 4.1 4.5 5.2 4.0 4.5

Finland 2.4 1.7 2.3 4.0 3.2 4.2 4.4 4.2 5.1

Norway (2.0) 1.5 2.3 1.8 2.0 2.0 1.7 1.4 1.6

Spain (2.0) (2.3) (4.1) (5.8) (5.0) (5.7) (6.2) (7.0) (7.1)f

Sweden 2.1 2.0 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7

Total" (2.8) (3.3) (5.1) (5.1) (5.0) (5.1) (5.3) (5.2) (5.1)

a) Figures in brackets have been adjusted to international definitions by the OECD.
A description of'the method used is included in Economic Outlook. No. 19, July 1976.

/;) Assuming no change.
. January.

d) Representing about 90 per cent of total OECD. 	

ter, there are various reasons why, for so
many of them, external payments prob¬
lems are especially severe. One rather gen¬
eral characteristic is that during the
1974-75 recession, influenced by expan¬

sionary policies, their domestic demand
held up better than in the larger OECD
countries and their price record tended to
be worse. This year, as in 1976, policy is
likely to keep their expansion rates down,
with unemployment in most of them ris¬
ing. Among the countries thus intention¬
ally restraining demand for stabilization
purposes are Australia, Austria, Denmark,
Finland, Ireland, New Zealand, Spain and
Sweden.

Different circumstances prevail in Swit¬
zerland, with an annual price rise of only
1 per cent and a large current external sur¬
plus but a growth rate that is barely posi¬
tive, and in the Netherlands where the
current account is strong, inflation rather
below the average but growth unlikely to
exceed the break-even point so far as
labour-market conditions are concerned.

It is therefore only in the United States
that the expansion can be considered
reasonably well established. In other rela¬
tively well-placed countries, expansion
seems modest and hesitant. And in coun¬

tries with pressing inflation and balance-
of-payments problems, the growth of de¬
mand and output will be limited by the
need to pursue restrictive demand man¬
agement policies.

The failure of the rise in demand gener¬

ally to become self-sustaining more than
two years after the recovery began, can in
part be explained by prudent demand man¬
agement. Because of the persistence of in¬
flation often coupled with external pay¬
ment problems, policies in the majority of
Member countries have been far more

cautious than in similar phases of earlier
business cycles. But it is clear that in a
number of cases the rise in activity has
been weaker than intended.

The change in the impact of fiscal
policies from stimulus to restriction bet

ween 1975 and 1976 probably of the or¬
der of 2 to 3 per cent of GNP for the seven
major countries combined may have
been somewhat greater than intended, as in
some cases fiscal drag was underestimated
and public expenditure fell short of esti¬
mates.

The difficulty of stimulating business
fixed investment in conditions of moderate

recovery and remaining slack may have
been underestimated. In most Member

countries business fixed investment is

likely to remain below or only fraction¬
ally above the peak attained in 1973.
Capacity utilisation rates, already low in
most countries, are unlikely to rise much
over the next twelve months. Stronger

growth in the United States might be ex¬
pected to boost business expectations
elsewhere, but there are as yet no indica¬
tions of this in business surveys. The per¬
sistence of inflation probably weighs
heavily on business expectations. Profits,
although recovering over the last
18 months, remain well below pre-reces-
sion levels, and a further shift to profits

may be necessary in many countries to
restore a position which other condi¬
tions being satisfactory would encour¬
age productive investment to rise.

The expansion has been slowed,
momentarily at least, by a squeeze on real
household incomes as wage trends have
moderated more quickly than prices. And
after-tax incomes have been cut into

further by fiscal effects. Little acceleration
of the trend of real pre-tax household in¬
comes seems likely (or desirable) over the
next twelve months.

In assessing inflation prospects, it is im¬
portant to note that the reacceleration of
consumer prices in recent months was
largely related to temporary supply dif¬
ficulties, and centered on food prices. It
should be succeeded by some slow-down
in the second half of this year, and con¬

sumer prices are forecast to be rising at an
annual rate of around llh per cent in the
first half of 1978 (see table 5).

The marked improvements in price
performance shown for the United King¬
dom and Italy assume a considerable de¬
gree of success in respect of incomes
policies and other arrangements involving
consensus between the social partners.
And for OECD countries as a whole it has

to be stressed that price developments are
subject to a number of uncertainties with
the risks, on balance, on the side of a
slightly stronger rise in prices than fore¬
cast.

Little further moderation in nominal

wage movements is in sight in most coun¬
tries despite depressed labour market con¬
ditions. In some (such as the United States
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and Japan) hourly compensation may ac¬
celerate a little. And although official in¬
tervention could restrict wage rises in a
number of economies where inflation is

relatively high, resistance to wage restraint
may be mounting. The risk that the present
temporary boost in prices will harden
wage-bargaining attitudes and reignite in¬
flationary expectations cannot entirely be
discounted.

Unit labour costs fell in early 1976 (see
table 6), largely under the impact of
favourable productivity trends. On present
output prospects, productivity gains may
be smaller.

The sharp upsurge in commodity prices
since last autumn largely reflected de¬
velopments on the supply side which were
amplified by speculative activity. Supply
disruptions raised prices of tropical bever

ages and some foods, and concern about
other possible supply disruptions may have
played a role in pushing up industrial raw
material prices. Underlying demand con¬
ditions seem to have been unimportant.
For many commodities, a downward mar¬
ket adjustment has already occured, but in
the absence of further adjustment the rise
in import unit values of non-oil com¬
modities in 1977 might be nearly 20 per

B. CYCLICAL BEHAVIOUR OF NON-RESIDENTIAL INVESTMENT

in seven major countries, 1 955-1 978 I
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Table 5

Summary of price forecasts
Per cent changes, annual rates

Consumer prices

1975
to

1976

197^
to

1977

197G II
' to

I

1977 I
to

1977 11

1977 II
to

I

Total OECD 8.3 8! 9 8 7 i

of which:
United States

Japan
Germany

5-8
9-3

4-5

7

83
32

7 _

9_

4

6|
7 1
3 1

7

7 _

3 _

Total OECD Europe 10. 1 10 j 1 1 9.1 7 _

cent (see chart C). The forecasts incorpo¬
rate only small further price increases up to
mid- 1978, and this could be optimistic gi¬
ven the possibility of renewed anticipatory
or speculative behaviour.

International Trade

and Payments
The period up to mid- 1 978 is likely to be

characterised by relatively weak trade
within the OECD area, sluggish imports
from non-Member countries but buoyant

exports to countries outside the area. In
volume terms, trade with OPEC and with

non-oil developing countries respectively
may move as follows:

Oil imports rose substantially in the sec¬
ond half of 1976 to a level more or less in

line with consumption requirements in the
first half of the present year. With in¬
creases in demand expected to be met in¬
creasingly by production inside the area,
oil imports over the next twelve months
may be much the same as in the second half
of 1976. Exports to OPEC should retain
their present buoyancy over the period,
perhaps increasing at an annual rate of
1 1 per cent.

After rising sharply in the second half of
1976, OECD's imports from non-oil de¬
veloping countries appear to have
weakened appreciably and may rise quite
slowly up to mid- 1978. Exports to these
countries, however, are likely to grow

rapidly, on the assumption that the growth
of their imports rises to match the rise in
their export earnings.

On this basis, the next twelve months

may see a slight acceleration in the growth
of the volume of OECD exports to about
7V2 per cent, while the volume of imports
may increase by only about 5 per cent.

The OECD current account deficit (see

table 7) deteriorated sharply to an annual
rate of $40 to $45 billion in the six months

to March this year. From now until mid-
1978 it should steadily decline, perhaps to
an annual rate of some $ 25 billion. Within

the lower total there is some prospect
mainly as a result of relative demand
movements that certain long-standing
current account disequilibria could be
eliminated by the middle of next year. But
there are others that are likely to remain, or
worsen.

Among the factors helping to stabilize
the world payments situation may be in¬
cluded the substantial swing into current
deficit for the United States. In part this
reflects a sharp rise in oil imports, but by
far the larger part of the swing in the United
States trade balance in both 1976 and 1977

has been to the benefit of countries other

than oil exporters, by an amount of as
much as $20-25 billion over the two years

if present forecasts prove correct. The
shrinkage of the German surplus is also a
favourable feature. It is also encouraging
that the United Kingdom and Italy could be
in current surplus by the early part of 1 978,
and although France may still be in current
deficit then, it should be on a much smaller

scale than last year.

In other respects, progress amongst
OECD countries towards a more sustaina¬

ble distribution of the temporarily inevita¬
ble overall current deficit may be rather
disappointing. The Japanese current surp¬

lus is likely to be even bigger than in 1976,
and those of the Netherlands and Switzer¬

land, large by absolute standards and very
large in relation to their own economies,
may hardly change. Perhaps most dis-

Table 6

Unit labour costs in manufacturing

Percentage changes

A

Average Latest

1964 1974 1975 1976 1975Q3 1975 Q4 month

to to to to to to previous
1974 1975 1976 1977 1976Q3 1976Q4 year

United States 2.7 12.2 0.5 4 2.7 3.5 5.8 May

Japan 5.8 22.1 -3.1 41, -3.3 -4.0 4.6 Apr.

Germany" 5.5 7.9 -1.6 31 -1.4 1.7 3.6 Dec.

France'' 4.7 21.2 4.6 8! 2.9 8.6

United Kingdom 7.1 32.1 12.3 7.', 9.6 8.7 9.0 Jan.

Italy 6.2 30.1 5.2 16 7.0 9.5

Canada 3.7 13.9 7.6 63 7.0 8.6 6.6 Feb.

Total' 4.2 16.4 1.5 5j 2.2 3.6

a) Mining and manufacturing.
b) Industry.

c) 1975 GNP/GDP weights and exchange rates.

Table 7

Current balances

$ billion : including official transfers

1974 1975 I976 1977

Total OECD \ .. 3°

of which:
United States 11. 7 14

Japan 3-7 7

Germany 9-7 3-8 3-o 2 _

Netherlands 2.0 1.6 2-3 2

Switzerland 0.2 2.6 3-5 3 1

OPEC 62 34 42 4'

Non-oil developing countries 	22
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C. INDEX OF NON-OIL COMMODITY PRICES

IN $ TERMS .
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1 . Indices corrected for changes in the United States effective exchange rate

turbing, only very slow progress is ex¬
pected in redressing the position of the
smaller OECD deficit countries. For a

number of these smaller countries the pres¬
ent current account deficits are so large

that except insofar as they have been
inflated by concealed capital flight some
time may be required before adjustment
policies can reduce them to acceptable
levels. Several of these countries may ex¬

perience financing problems which require
greater resort to official sources of finance,
conditional upon the pursuit of appropriate
adjustment programmes.

On the other hand, non-oil developing
countries as a group were in a relatively
comfortable financial position last year
(see table 8): because export revenues in¬
creased sharply at the same time as foreign
borrowing continued at a high rate they
were able substantially to reduce their
current deficit and accumulate some

$ 10 billion in reserves. Assuming that this
reserve build-up does not persist this year,
and given their recent terms of trade gains,
non-oil developing countries may be able
to finance a larger current deficit this year

than in 1976, allowing their imports to
increase at a healthy pace and, simultane¬
ously, reducing their dependency on
Euro-market borrowing. However, within
this overall picture, it cannot be excluded
that some of them will have difficulty in

rolling over existing short-term debt and
have greater recourse to conditional offi¬
cial financing.

Policy Implications
in the Light of the

Medium -term

Strategy

The strategy requires a recovery from
the recession sufficiently rapid to call forth
an increase in productive investment, but
moderate enough to avoid new inflationary
pressures and permit the emergence of ex¬
port-led growth in countries with external
constraints. A key element in the strategy
is that governments will not be over-influ¬
enced by short-term considerations. But

there is a point beyond which fluctuations
around a desired path become deviations
which are too big to ignore and if this
point is reached, it becomes necessary to
alter one or more policy settings.

But any adjustment of policies has to
pay full attention to the price-stabilization
aim of the strategy. In many countries in¬
flation has stopped decelerating and has
even accelerated (see table 3); and al¬

though this has been influenced by tem¬
porary factors, there could be some risk of
a strengthening of inflationary expecta¬
tions. On the other hand, the extent of the

slack in prospect for some time ahead
makes it probable that expansion could be
somewhat faster than forecast without

worsening the outlook for inflation.

Rising unemployment and weak trends
in personal incomes are hardening at¬
titudes against continued pay restraint in
many countries. In some, faster rise of
nominal incomes is seen by sections of the
community as the only way out of their
plight. Faster growth could reduce pres¬
sures in this direction.

Unit wage costs, generally, may rise
faster than last year because of slower pro¬
ductivity growth and because nominal
wage increases may not slow down much
further. Given the present low rates of
capacity utilisation in most OECD
economies, a somewhat stronger recovery
should be beneficial on the cost side, prob¬
ably contributing to a slower development
of prices or to an increase in profit mar¬
gins.

In most countries, there is little indica¬

tion that strains on capacity would exert
pressure on manufacturers' output prices if
output rose in line with the OECD strategy
through 1978.

The considerations listed above must

not, however, obscure the fact that further

progress in bringing down inflation rates
will require determined action to slow
down the price/wage spiral. It has been
stressed earlier that a rather clear distinc¬

tion needs to be made between the policies
appropriate in the pacesetting countries
and those incumbent on countries where

inflation is still particularly high and exter¬
nal payments positions weak. The slow¬
ness of the balance of payments adjustment
process to date serves particularly to un¬
derline the need for continued differential

demand management between countries as
one means of securing better equilibrium.
Indeed, in a special section in the July 1 977
Economic Outlook, it is suggested that
such balance-of-payments adjustments as
have taken place have been largely due to
differential demand movements. Over the

period of managed floating to date it seems
to have proved difficult for countries to
bring about sizeable and sustained changes
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Table 8

Balance of payments of non-oil developing countries0
S billion

1975 1976 1977 1978

V>

Exports 95 11 3i 140i 153

Imports 127 134 160 178|
Trade balance -32 -20.. -19* -25 1

Services and private transfers, net -12 -134 -14» -16

Balance on goods, services and private transfers -44 -34 -34 -41|
Official transfers, net (ODA) 11 H_ 12 12$

Current balance -33 -23 -22 -29

Capital balance 32 30| 27 25

of which :
Direct investment 44 4 4 4

Aid (ODA) 6 6 6\ 7

Other official flows (OOF) 54 5J 5 5

Other capitaK 16 15 111 9

Balance on official settlements -21 8 5 4

Other official financing 1! 2 1 2

Change in international reserves -l 10 6 -2

Memorandum items

Percentage changes in trade
Volume

Exports
Imports

Price (average value, S terms)
Exports
Imports

International reserves (year-end level)

Official development assistance (ODA)
of which :
From OECD Bilateral

Technical assistance

Other

Multilateral^

From OPEC Bilateral

Multilateral"*

From others

Euro-borrowing''

-3

-4

54
11

31

17*

17

4_

2

1

41

174

32

11

a) OECD estimates.

b) At annual rate.
c) Including Euro-bonds and credits as

well as trade credits and errors and omis¬

sions.

d) Aid channeled through international
organisations.

e) Gross publicised Euro-bonds and
credits, including various short-term trans¬
actions according to BIS sources.

164
9_

47

174

9 9 9è
j 3 2i 93
__4 __2 ^4

6J 64 6|
3f 4£ 4»

31

1

91

44

46

countries where real wage rises have out¬
run productivity increases, action to in¬
crease the return on investment through the
continued adjustment of real wages should
contribute an adjustment that might be
facilitated by increased consensus between
the social partners on the reduced scope for
increases in public and private consump¬
tion. But since the absorption of unemp¬
loyment by market forces is of necessity
gradual, specific measures to help boost
employment in the short-term would be
appropriate in some countries. In design¬
ing these policies, special attention will
have to be given to the problem of youth
unemployment (see page 31) and the need
to adapt the labour force to the require¬
ments of structural and technological
change (see page 27).

To improve progress towards
medium-term employment and inflation
objectives, further efforts to encourage
more modest prices and incomes be¬
haviour would also seem important in
many countries. Inflation has been an im¬
portant factor in weakening the demand for
labour both directly, through the effect of
high wages, and indirectly through its
dampening influence on investment inten¬
tions. It is therefore in the interest of all

concerned that policies devised to moder¬
ate the rise in prices and wages should be
continued or reinforced. While success in

this field has varied between countries and

over time, the scope for possible action is
wide, ranging from price/wage freezes and
statutory controls to flexible consensus
arrangements according to particular cir¬
cumstances. There may also be scope for
greater tax flexibility, to try and prevent
temporary increases in consumer prices
being built into wages and to devise taxes
and administrative or regulatory changes
in a way which minimise their inflationary
impact.

in international competitiveness: move¬
ments of exchange rates have done little
more than offset differential inflation rates

among countries.

In addition to the need to ensure the

appropriate inter-country differences of
policy stance, there are important consid¬
erations concerning the timing of policy
measures. The dangers of further delay
before adequate stabilization policies are
applied by the countries where inflation is
worst are self-evident. More seductive

may be the temptation to enfeeble such
policies before their job is finished. But
there are also risks in unduly delaying ex¬
pansionary action where this is called for in
the stronger countries. If policy changes
are to exert the desired influence on the

outcome in 1978, action to raise domestic

demand in some countries may need to be

put in place soon. The longer that changes
are delayed, the stronger the adjustment
required at a later stage and the greater the
attendant inflationary risks.

Management of domestic demand is un¬
likely, by itself, to provide an early solu¬
tion to the problem of lagging investment
or lead to a marked reduction in unemp¬
loyment over the next eighteen months.
The issues are related: if a sustainable

growth path with higher employment in the
medium-term is to be achieved, an early
revival in productive investment would
seem imperative. Demand management
can, of course, help insofar as a somewhat
faster expansion with gradual absorption
of slack could serve to bolster business

confidence. Beyond this, policies will
clearly have to vary according to condi¬
tions prevailing in individual countries. In
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STRUCTURAL DETERMINANTS
OF EMPLOYMENT

AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Commentary on a Meeting of Experts
by J.R. Gass,

Director of Social Affairs, Manpower and Education

Economic growth is, of course, a necessary condition of the
return to full employment. But the question today is whether
it is a sufficient condition. The market economies of the

West have historically relied on the management of aggregate
demand for regulating the level of economic activity and thereby
the level of employment. This was the Keynesian approach which
still has a profound influence on policy today. But chronic inflation
may have blunted that particular policy weapon to the extent that
only a slow return to full employment seems possible if inflationary
trends are to be kept in check, without imposing major constraints
on the freedom of collective bargaining. Moreover, there is evi¬
dence that even before the 1 973-75 crisis, levels of unemployment

were rising steadily even though economic demand was at high
levels. Furthermore, particular groups of people the very poor,
the handicapped, minority groups etc. were chronically failing to
succeed in getting access to work and to adequate levels of in¬
come. All these issues have been propelled to the forefront of
public discussion by the economic recession the more so be¬
cause it turns out that the "disadvantaged" may be the young on

whom the future of society depends.

So the question is: Are there other policies to buttress economic
management of the traditional kind?

To explore the scope for such policies and to gain a deeper
insight into the forces underlying present trends in employment and
unemployment, a meeting of employment experts academics as
well as governmental representatives from 20 countries was held
earlier this year at the suggestion of the French Government in the
person of Secretary of State for Manual Employment, Mr. Lionel
Stoléru (1). The views presented were those of individuals not of
governments, but the hope is that the ideas expressed will be of use
to the policy makers who must take the necessary action. Since
concepts, analyses and policy prescriptions differ widely from
country to country, it is also hoped that the cross-fertilization of
ideas between thinkers of different nationalities will broaden the

scope of discussions at national level.

Unemployment Today

The first contribution of the "Stoléru" meeting was to thow light on

the nature of today's unemployment. That we are no longer in the
19th century or the 1930s is self-evident. But has unemployment

become more "tolerable" because of high-levels of unemployment

compensation? The central importance of this question comes

from the acceptance of unemployment as a necessary evil by those
who base economic management on the Phillips Curve analysis,

according to which inflation can only be mastered by the wage-de¬

pressing effects of slack labour markets. Generous unemployment
compensation is in this view needed to make the policy socially
acceptable.

This viewpoint is somewhat challenged by the recognition at the

experts' meeting that unemployment today falls largely on disad¬
vantaged groups, including youth, these being the groups which

also suffer most from "disguised" (unrecorded) unemployment.

Moreover, as the volume of unemployment rises, the length of
unemployment tends to rise, and there is a built-in "ratchet" effect

which tends to make it an irreversible phenomenon. In other words,

the deeper you go, the harder to recover because of human capital

deterioration: for those above 40 the way back is fraught with
difficulty; for teenagers who reach maturity without meaningful

work experience the door to employment is increasingly hard to

open. Income compensation which was designed to facilitate ef¬

fective job search becomes the cushion for unemployability.

In these circumstances too much reliance on the combination of

Phillips Curve and income maintenance policies may lead to an

acceptance of higher levels of unemployment concentrated on

disadvantaged groups in society, i.e. those who do not have the

bargaining power to defend themselves, and who do not in any
case influence wage levels. At least there can be no doubt that an

urgent exploration of alternatives is necessary.

Alternatives to Paying for Idleness

The alternative to paying for idleness is to pay for useful con¬

tribution to society's needs. This is easier said than done because

unemployment compensation is to a large extent based on the

insurance principle: it thereby becomes a "right" for individuals who
have paid for it. It is also a central pillar of the welfare state.

However, prolonged high levels of unemployment bring threatened
bankruptcy to unemployment insurance funds, and only public
funds can balance the accounts.

Thus whether it would make more social and economic sense to

subsidise employment rather than idleness becomes an important
question of public policy. No-one underestimates the economic

objections to intervening in the market mechanism by influencing
the decisions of entrepreneurs, but the mixed economies of the

(1) Part of the proceedings of this meeting have just been published under
the title "The Structural Determinants of Employment and Unemp¬
loyment". The rest will be published later in the year.
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"The alternative to paying for idleness is to pay for useful contribution to society's needs. "
A British experiment in helping deaf children to "see" sounds.

West have immense historical experience of how to balance public

interest and private initiative, in fields such as agriculture, invest¬
ment, and industrial and regional development. Why not employ¬

ment? Lindbeck* (see page 40) has drawn attention to the danger

of the "new industrial policies" (selective subsidies) which amount
to a kind of protectionism. He has however also indicated that one

alternative to selective subsidies for employment might be general
subsidies to enterprises for employment of the handicapped or
disadvantaged. This might be a more promising alternative to
making the disadvantaged permanently dependent on welfare
payments by the state.

Even if the prevailing economic doctrines remained unrespon¬
sive, the 1974-75 recession. saw an attempt by governments to
deal with this reality in the form of new selective policies to sustain
people in the labour market pending a recovery of economic activ¬

ity. This took the form of a whole new range of policies for "job
creation", part-time employment, subsidised employment, training
and other ways of mitigating the impact of the decline of production
on jobs. Indeed, if employment had declined in proportion to pro¬
duction, total unemployment would have been over 35 million in¬

stead of the 17 million actually experienced in OECD countries
combined in 1976. However, this beneficial effect in terms of the

fight against unemployment needs to be weighed against a loss of

productivity and a weak recovery of employment now that output is
rising.

This is certainly not a matter of a new route to full employment.
But it does raise the question of whether general demand-man¬
agement needs the partnership of special employment and man¬
power policies. On balance, the feeling of the expert group was that
the unemployment problem was sufficiently serious for such inter¬

vention to be justified. One of the challenges of the coming period
will be to make such policies economically and socially effective, a
result which can only be expected if both Ministries of Finance and

Ministries of Labour can somehow pool their efforts. For if the
traditional macro-economic policies are in difficulty, the traditional

manpower policies were designed to smooth out labour markets

rather than raise the level of employment. Rather than being paral¬
lel, the two policies should be complementary: in terms of point of
attack, so that general recovery and whittling-down of specific
unemployment bottlenecks can be mutually reinforcing; in terms of

* Paper on "Economic Dependence and Interdependence in the Indus¬
trialised World" given to the Marshall Plan Commemoration Conference,
June 1977. Available from OECD Secretariat.

timing, so that jobs created by selective policies can be absorbed
as quickly as possible into the mainstream of economic recovery.

Work, Non-Market Work and Leisure

Even if the recovery path of employment can be improved in this

way, other policies may be necessary to restore the long-term

equilibrium between the supply of and the demand for labour in the
OECD economies.

In times of economic crisis it is natural to look upon people as

being "employed" or "unemployed". Yet it is self-evident that one

result of economic and social progress has been that there are now
much more complex options for individuals in terms of work, non-

market work and leisure. Economic growth has not only drawn new

groups into the labour force, leading to very fast increases in the

demand for employment, it has also changed the balance between
education, work and retirement; between work in the labour market

and other activities which provide income; and between work and

leisure. To achieve the right balance between labour supply and

demand has thus become much more complex than can be ex¬

pressed in official unemployment and employment figures.

Further, the fact that economic growth in advanced economies is
to a large extent in the tertiary sector, which tends to attract

peripheral groups (such as women and retired people) into the

labour force, means that unemployment may still grow even when

employment is rising (see chart). Firstly this implies a constantly

expanding labour force, and secondly that those who become

unemployed in recessions may not be those who are hired when

recovery comes.

Thus, economic growth, employment and social progress need

to be looked at together if we are to arrive at policies which might
influence the supply of labour as well as the supply of jobs.

Theoretically, working hours could be reduced so as to share out

the available work between more people; and the supply of labour

could be reduced by lowering the participation rates of some

groups. A majority of the "Stoléru" experts held the view that to cut
working hours so as to spread work over more people might be
counterproductive because it would raise the cost of labour and

therefore tend overall to curtail rather than enhance employment.

On the other hand, a positive impact on employment might result if

people could move more freely between market work, non-market

work (such as education, training and housework), leisure and
retirement. This would mean providing people with opportunities
and incentives for voluntary withdrawal from the labour force in
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times of declining demand for labour by developing more flexible
labour market and education and training systems, and the use of

public funds to finance options which are more constructive than
paid idleness.

Future full employment policies would thereby involve not only
economic and manpower policies, but also social and educational

policies. The aim would be to secure the full and constructive use of
human resources both in work and outside work. This, after all, is

nothing more than recognising that social progress and economic

growth are, to some extent at least, the two sides of the same coin.

Structural Aspects of the Demand
for Labour

Policies to influence labour supply could not be effective if un¬
matched by appropriate policies to stimulate the demand for
labour. Demand-management policies as such were outside the

scope of the "Stoléru" meeting, but policies to infuence the com¬

position of demand, and thereby the level and structure of employ¬
ment were discussed in terms of three questions. »-

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN

SEVEN MAJOR OECD COUNTRIES; THE ROLE OF INCREASING FEMALE
PARTICIPATION AND THE GROWTH OF THE TERTIARY SECTOR

(Canada, France, Germany, Italy, dapan, the United Kingdom and the United States)

To,aiLabourForcc _^^-~~ 2

__^ Z
~~ Total Civilian Employment

190

ï

56

Source: OECD Labour Force Statistics
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The first question was whether labour is being priced out of the
market because it is becoming more expensive relative to capital.
The high relative cost of employing young people is no doubt a
partial explanation of youth unemployment, but the meeting pro¬
duced no convincing general arguments in favour of incomes
policies, reductions of payroll taxes or the abolition of minimum
wage standards with the explicit aims of reducing the relative costs
of labour. The problem here is to reconcile wage structures which
reflect considerations of social equity, and those which reflect only
contributions to productivity. In egalitarian societies with market
economies, a balance between the two approaches is bound to be
struck, possibly by exposing the strong and well-organised more
directly to market forces so as to avoid rigidities in the labour
market, and protecting the weak by subsidies for equity reasons.

Whatever the outcome of this argument, it did emerge from the
experts' meeting that capital investment impinges on employment
in two seemingly contradictory ways: capital-deepening, which
economises on labour through the capital/labour substitution pro¬
cess; and capital-widening, which expands employment by
generating new economic activities. Thus, policies are needed
which balance these two components of the overall investment

strategy. A capital-widening phase, in which new technological
innovations attract investments which create employment in new
sectors, may be followed by a capital-deepening phase, in which a
second wave of these technologies invades established sectors of
industry as part of a substitution of capital for labour. In the contem¬
porary context this raises the interesting speculation that the
"automation" techniques of the 1 950s and 1 960s, which favoured

new investments in electronics, computers and information sys¬
tems, are only now displacing labour in more traditional sectors

such as banking, insurance, textiles, etc. On this second question
of technical progress, the "Stoléru" meeting did not favour the idea
of restricting technical progress so as to provide more jobs, but it
did not exclude the possibility that prestigious, "big" technologies
had been uneconomically favoured by governments to the detri¬
ment of "small", adaptive technologies with a bigger human ele¬
ment.

On the third question, whether changes in the sectoral balance of
economies could give a lift to employment, there was a clear

conflict between two schools of thought: those favouring a predo¬
minantly private investment strategy, and those favouring a pre¬
dominantly public investment strategy. The former favoured the
expansion of the most competitive and export-intensive (mainly
manufacturing) industries. The latter maintained that there was a

need to strengthen the expansion of the service sector, and in

particular, the public sector. A partial resolution of their differences

was provided by the concept of an internationally oriented em¬
ployment strategy, in which countries with strong balance-of-pay-
ments positions and relatively good domestic price and cost per¬

formance should opt for job creation in labour-intensive sectors,
including the public sector; whereas countries in less favourable

positions in these respects should be encouraged to actively
stimulate exports.

These conflicting positions no doubt partly reflect political prefer¬

ences as well as economic judgements. But a bridge may be built
between them on two grounds. First of all, there is a possible
complementarity of national economies in relation to employment

objectives: given the different constraints of countries with regard
to inflation and balance of payments, different but complementary
strategies may be necessary. Thus, high employment for all may
be just as desirable an international objective as free trade, and it

may be no more realistic to shift unemployment from one country to
another than to shift balance-of-payments deficits. Secondly, the

sharp distinction between public and private investment strategies
does not appear to reflect the reality that services, including social
services, may be provided by private as well as public enterprises.

Certainly the provision of such services is a rapid growth sector in
all societies with high levels of income, but to assume that welfare is
a monopoly of the state hardly reflects the complexity of public/pri¬
vate relationships today. In the future the welfare society may not
be so dependent on the welfare state as in the past, as witnessed
by the trend away from creation of public sector jobs in the recent
recession.

Alternative Full Employment Strategies

No-one who observes the debate on unemployment in the
OECD countries can fail to be struck by the fluctuating fortunes of
the struggle about whether inflation or unemployment is to have the
highest priority in government policies. That the mastery of inflation
is the only route back to full employment is one thesis. That full

employment should be the central objective to which others are

subordinate is the second. This debate obviously reflects different
economic and political viewpoints, but does it not also reflect the

distribution of bureaucratic responsibilities in societies which pur¬
sue at the same time the objectives of the market economy and the
welfare state?

The view that high employment is a consequence of other

policies demand management, fiscal, balance of payments
tends to be most forcefully held by those responsible for overall

economic policy, and reflects the instruments of economic man¬

agement traditionally at their disposal. But already there is a shift in

some quarters towards the view that trade unions and employers,

through the trade-off between incomes and employment, must be
to some extent involved in the responsibility for full employment
policies. Those responsible for manpower policies on the other
hand have in general been accustomed to ensuring the efficient
functioning of the labour market within levels of demand set by the
economic managers. But, given the contemporary constraints on

demand-management policy, they are increasingly involved in
"job-creation" policies, that is to say, in influencing the supply of
jobs as well as the supply of labour. Educational policy-makers
have traditionally behaved as if they had no responsibility for the
extent to which the "output" of the educational system can be

absorbed by the labour market. But the problem of youth unem¬
ployment means that they must carry some of the responsibility for
the mutual adaptation of education and labour market policies.

All this no doubt means that whilst demand-management
policies may still have "pride of place", they can no longer
monopolise either the policies or the responsibilities for full emp¬
loyment. The bigger the weight of structural elements in unem¬
ployment, the more this will be true in the future.

The "Stoléru" meeting finished by discussing three possible
strategies:

1 . A macro-economic strategy (demand-management)
2. A job-creation strategy (selective employment policies)
3. An employment redistribution strategy (labour market and

social policies).

This commentary on the " Stoléru" meeting suggests that it would
be a mistake to consider them as alternatives. Strategies 1 and
2 need to be pursued simultaneously and in complementary fash¬
ion so as to get unemployment down as fast as possible as part of
the recovery process. Strategy 3 represents nothing more than an
attempt to recognise long-standing relationships between

economic growth and social progress in such a way that indivi¬
duals can choose more rationally between the various forms of

work, non-work and leisure. Thus, today we need a set of full
employment policies involving the economic, labour market and

social agencies of government, as well as the active contribution of

the social partners.
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YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

AND

UNEMPLOYMENT

Nearly six million young people under the age of 25 were at last count
listed as unemployed in the seven largest OECD countries, and young
people account for about 42 per cent of all recorded unemployment
(chart A), the average incidence being about three times as great as
among the 25-64 age-group (table 1).

Youth unemployment has now become chronic: it has been rising
since the 1960s in virtually all OECD countries, whether judged by
measured rates of unemployment or by young people's share of total
unemployment (chart A and table 1). It now falls most heavily on school
leavers seeking their first job.

1. Rate of Unemployment of Young People
Compared with Older Members of the Labour Force

1968 1973 1976

Unem¬

ployment
Rate

Compa¬
rison *

Unem¬

ployment
Rate

Compa¬
rison *

Unem¬

ployment
Rate

Compa¬
rison *

Canada

15-24 8.0

2.2

10.1

2.5

12.8

3.0

25 + 3.7 4.0 4.2

France

1 5-24 (e) 1 .5 (a)
1 .4 (a)

2.9

1.9

8.0(b)
2.5(b)

+ 1.1 (a) 1.5 3.2 (b)

Germany
1 5-24 (e) 0.4 (c)

0.6

1.1

1.4

5.3

1.4

25 + 0.7 (c) 0.8 3.8

Italy

14-24 10.4

5.8

11.7

7.3

14.3

8.9

25 + 1.8 1.6 1.6

Japan

15-24 1.9

1.9

2.4

2.4

3.1

1.8

25 + 1.0 1.0 1.7

United

Kingdom (d)

16-24(e) 2.2 (f)
1.1

3.2

1.6

12.0

3.2

25 + 2.0 2.0 3.8

United

States

16-24 7.6

3.5

9.8

3.2

14.4

2.6

25 + 2.2 3.1 5.5
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However, recorded figures do not re¬

veal the whole problem: many

young people are looking for jobs
that are more stable or satisfactory and
better fitted to their education, skills and

aspirations. Others do not enter the labour
force at all because they think they will be

unable to find work. Indeed, unemployment

among the young is probably a symptom of
a more deep-rooted problem: lack of op¬
portunity for self-fulfillment and financial
independence.

Paradoxically, a higher level of unem¬
ployment among young people in one

country than in another may, to some ex¬
tent, reflect the fact that the labour market

operates better there or that there are more
opportunities for young people. In 1975,
10 per cent of the young people were un¬
employed in the United States, but 55.2 per

cent were working and 50 per cent were in
full-time education (some of them holding
jobs as well). In Italy, a smaller percentage

(5 per cent) of young people were unemp¬

loyed, but only 38.5 per cent of them were
working and only 31.9 per cent were in
full-time education. In other words, it is

necessary in any examination of the prob¬
lem to take into account the whole range of

education, training and work opportunities

available (table 2).

The unemployment problem is most
acute for those social groups early
school leavers, inhabitants of disadvan¬

taged regions, blacks in the United States,

migrant workers and the poor who have
both educational and employment disad¬

vantages. Unemployment for these groups
is higher than average.

The seriousness of the problem also de¬

pends on the demographic situation.
Young people aged 1 5-24 comprise only

22 per cent of the working population in
Germany as against 30 per cent in Canada
(table 2). In general, the problem is more
severe in countries where there is the

largest number of young people, and least
so in countries where youth is in short sup¬

ply. Thus, one might expect the potential
youth unemployment problem to be more
serious in Canada, France and the United

States than in Germany. In Japan, de¬

mographic trends between 1 975 and 1 980
will reduce the number of young people
even in absolute terms but in other coun-
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tries, especially Germany, Italy and the
United Kingdom, the number will increase.

The Causes

While the present economic outlook is

seriously aggravating the problem of jobs
for young people, it is neither the sole
cause nor the central issue.

A deficit of new jobs

Policies based on the objective of a

moderate but sustained recovery (i.e. the
medium-term growth strategy adopted by

OECD countries) imply a relatively slow
recovery of employment over a number of
years. But many factors inhibit the creation

of jobs for young people. The trend towards
more capital-intensive production places a

premium on high levels of skill and experi¬
ence. Constraints on public expenditure
tend to narrow an important outlet for more

highly-educated manpower, and high rela¬
tive wages and social security burdens

tend to act as a disincentive to employers.

All these factors suggest a medium-term

deficit of new jobs for young people, in
particular for school leavers.

Growing competition for jobs

The situation is complicated by major

and unusual changes in the age-composi-

A. Youth Unemployment, 1976
as compared with 1973

	(JT^) ^UNITED STATES
la
^UNITED KINGDOM id
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CANADA

FRANCE (el

7 COUNTRIES
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JAPAN
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469 I" j

Unemployed youth as percentage of
total unemployed

Total unemployed (in thousands)

of which- unemployed aged 15-24

ta) Age group 14-24 (0) Age gtoup 16-24
(c) Figures exclude Northern Ireland and adult students registered
for vacation employment (d) Age less than 25
(e) Data from Ministry ot Labour

Source: OECD Labour Force Statistics. Quarterly Supplement
and national sourcesV an J

tion of the labour force. During the 1960s

and early 1970s, the age group 16 to

25 grew slowly, and many employers had

to adapt their hiring policies to a relative
scarcity of young people and an upward
surge of women wanting work. During
these same years, the population of school

age was increasing relatively quickly and

during the last two or three years has led to
an increase of new arrivals on the labour

market. There is additional pressure be¬
cause more students want part-time or oc¬
casional work to pay for their education. In

sum, more young people are seeking work

just when there is a sharp decline in its
availability.

Inadequate preparation
for working life

Expansion of education in the 1 960s and

1970s has increased the proportion of
young people with high levels of educa¬
tional attainment and raised their ex¬

pectations with regard to jobs and incomes.
The gap between qualifications and job re¬

quirements commits many young people to

a long but interrupted process of job search
which is expressed in high rates of job
turnover.

Governments, trade unions, and em¬

ployers are in general agreement that, for
many young people, preparation for work¬

ing life leaves much to be desired in many

f 2. Youth in 1975: Education, Employment and Unemployment \

Population
aged 15-24

as % of

population
aged 25-64

Working
population

aged 1 5-24 as %
of total working

population

Full-time

school enrolment

of those

aged 15-24
divided by
population

of same age

Labour Force Unemployment Unemployment

for age
group
15-24

for age
group
25-64

for age
group
15-24

for age
group

25 and

over

for age
group
15-24

for age
group

25 and

over

as percentage of
total population

in that age group

as percentage of
total population

in that age group

as percentage of
labour force

in that age group

Canada (a) 42.4 30 41.9 64.5 69.5 7.6 3.6 11.8 5.1

France 34.5 26 32.1 57.2 68.8 4.3 (b) 2.0 7.6 (b) 2.9

Germany 28.6 22 31.7 56.0 67.5 3.3 2.3 5.8 (b) 3.5

Italy (c) 30.6 23 31.9 43.7 58.9 5.2 0.9 11.9 1.5

Japan 29.8 23 43.1 47.6 73.1 1.5 1.3 3.1 1.8

United

Kingdom (c) 26.5 21 17.6 66.7 74.3 4.9 (b. 2.3 (d) 7.4 (b. 3.1 (d)

United d) d)

States (c) 37.0 27 50.0 65.2 70.1 10.0 4.4 15.3 6.2

Average 32.8 24.6 35.5 57.3 68.9 5.3 2.4 9.0 3.4

(a) Labour force figures have been adjui
(b) Numerator refers to all unemployed u
(c) Figures for youth total population, sc

Kingdom and the United States to age
United Kingdom and 41.1 for the Uni

(d) Excludes Northern Ireland.

to include the armed forces.

nder the age of 25.
iooI population, youth labour force and youth
group 16-24. Ratios of total population aged 1

'ed States.
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OECD countries. Instruction in schools

concerning the world of work is new, and

few teachers have experience of working

life outside education. Opportunities for

work experience for students are still

limited. Because of the social prestige of

the kinds of education which lead to higher
academic streams, there is a lack of voca¬

tional preparation at the upper end of sec¬

ondary and in higher education. Education

policies tend to be socially selective, espe¬

cially in upper-secondary education, so
that the least able students leave school

early without the skills or knowledge they
need.

There has also been a decline in training

opportunities in private firms. Such train¬

ing, particularly apprenticeship, is often

related to short-term skill shortages and

hence is less relevant for employers in the

present economic situation. Vocational

education in school or training under public
manpower policies could partly fill the gap,
but programmes are constrained by re¬

strictions on public expenditure.

Young people are disadvan¬
taged in the labour market

Many firms prefer older workers because

of their accumulated skills, experience and
work discipline. More training and job sec¬

urity are accorded to them within firms'
"internal labour markets", leaving younger
workers to be hired for less-skilled, unsta¬

ble work. Moreover, the employment of

older workers in many countries is pro¬

tected by redundancy legislation or collec¬

tive bargaining agreements. Better unem¬
ployment compensation also enables them

to search longer for suitable work.

Conversely, many young people are
hard to employ or train because they lack

the basic skills of literacy, numeracy and

the ability to communicate. Minimum

wages are sometimes higher than a young
person's contribution to productivity, par¬

ticularly if he moves elsewhere when job

initiation and training are over. In favoura¬

ble economic conditions, employers may
be willing to accept these costs as part of

the total bill for renewing their labour force.
But with present constraints on liquidity in

the private sector and on public expendi¬

tures, they are less able to do so.

Thus, the problem of youth employment

results from a complex interaction of
economic, demographic and social forces.

It can neither be attributed to a single cause
such as "too much education", nor be ex¬

pected to dissolve as economic growth re¬

vives. The size of the problem prior to the
1974-75 recession, and the persistence

through the recession of the social demand
for education, as well as discrimination in

the labour market, make it apparent that

the problem is a long-standing economic,
social and political one.

The Consequences

The consequences are likely to be
threefold:

Undermining the foundations
of "human capital"

Each new generation entering the labour

force provides the skill and educational
base on which economic and employment

growth, as well as the growth of productivity
and the implementation of technological

and entrepreneurial innovation depend. If
this process of renewal is seriously inter¬

rupted, future growth will suffer, particularly
in a context in which the labour force is

growing more slowly, or even declining,
because of demographic developments. In

effect, there will be a "lost generation" for
whom educational investment in "human

capital" will be partially depleted, and skills,

productive work experience, and even the
will to work itself will be substantially

eroded. Even modest investments today in

training, employment-creation, and

emergency programmes may be a condi¬
tion of avoiding much larger remedial in¬
vestments in future years.

Deteriorating social
integration of young people

Even though the "counter culture" of the

1960s revealed a deep-rooted change in
social values against the work ethic, there

is growing evidence that problems of social

identity and integration cannot be solved if
large numbers of young people do not have
access to reasonably creative and respon¬
sible work.

A lack of social integration through work
is likely to go hand-in-hand with more gen¬
eral anti-social behaviour, especially in in¬

ner-city areas where other forms of social
cohesion are absent. The high social costs

of crime, delinquency and violence likewise

justify the adoption of new policies for the

young.

Detrimental "feedback"

to school children

The atmosphere in families where the

young adults are out of work for considera¬

ble periods will very probably encourage

negative attitudes to study and work on the

part of children still attending school. In
other words, the persistence of youth un¬

employment has a "ratchet" effect: the
more it persists, the more it is likely to per¬

vade the following generation. This is a
third reason for action now.

Policy Goals

If serious inequities between social

groups are to be avoided, the problem of
employing young people must be placed
squarely in the context of policies directed

towards the labour force in general, and
towards the economy and society as a
whole. This implies that:

The general goal of full employment

should be actively pursued in the
medium-term.

There is a need for accommodation be¬

tween measures to deal with the employ¬
ment of young people and those for other

age-groups.

The special needs of young people need

to be clearly defined.

Greater access to employment is im¬

portant in itself, but is also a means of ac¬

cess to other things income and personal

independence, participation in the ac¬
tivities of unions and in the management of

firms, marriage, active participation in the

community and in the benefits of social and
economic life.

Viewed in this way, the special problem

of young people is to gain the foothold on a

desired and useful role in society to serve

as a base for subsequent economic and

social opportunities and contributions.

The main thrust of special policies for

young people should lie in helping them to

gain that foothold. Three consequences
follow:

Improved initial access to jobs can only

be achieved through expanding the total

level of employment and creating new jobs
in favour of youth: it would be politically

unrealistic to assume that existing em¬
ployment opportunities can be substan¬

tially reallocated between social groups.

If there is a large deficit of new jobs
(either private or public), programmes to
create other socially useful opportunities in

education, training and community work

should be expanded.
A clear distinction should be drawn be¬

tween action to deal with young people who
have already entered the labour force

(especially those who are unemployed or in

low-level jobs), and those still at school.

For those young people who are unem¬

ployed, the main emphasis should be on
manpower measures, especially long-term

training of a flexible kind. For those who

have greatest difficulty in finding an initial
job, social action experiments involving the
combined knowledge and financial re¬

sources of government, voluntary bodies,
unions and employers offer some promise
of success. Finally, for those who are still in
school, many improvements in educational
policies are being developed to help young
people avoid going straight from education
into unemployment. »-
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"777e expansion of education in the 1960s and 1970s has raised
expectations of young people as to job and salaries ".

"The right of young people to gain a foothold in the world of work
can be looked upon as comparable with the right to a basic compulsory
education ".
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"The more youth unemployment persists, the more it is likely to
pervade" the following generation".

"Problems of social identity and integration cannot be solved if
young people do not have access to creative and responsible work ".
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Elements of a

National Strategy

In devising national strategies to bring
young people into employment, the fol¬

lowing elements are proposed by OECD's

Joint Working Party on Education and
Working Life:

The younger generation should have a
right, as a kind of extension of compulsory
education, to "foothold access" to a first job

or other socially useful activity. This could
take the form of a new set of education/

work/ social-service options.

Young people who leave school without
skills should have the possibility of recur¬
rent education and training opportunities
as their own social and work motivations

develop.

Priority should be given to young people
in access to new jobs created in coopera¬

tion with employers and trade unions.

It is better to pay young people to work or
be trained than to be idle. Thus it may be

better to shift some public resources from
income-transfer to job-creation and train¬

ing.
If income transfers are to be increased,

preference should perhaps be given to
people who have already worked (paid
leave for education, training allowances or
early retirement), rather than to new en¬
trants to the labour force.

Where there is a continuing job deficit for
young people, opportunities in education,

training or community work are to be pre¬
ferred to idleness with maintenance of in¬

come.

Specific Measures
Differences between countries are con¬

siderable, but the following measures call

for urgent consideration:

To create jobs and
facilitate access to them

Public expenditures on subsidies to

create new jobs can be self-financing be¬
cause more taxes will be paid by new em¬

ployees and social security benefits saved.

Experience in some countries suggests

that subsidies to replace older workers with

jobless young people can be successful
under certain conditions. Employment

subsidies for jobs plus training may also be
desirable but should be temporary for any
given individual.

The public sector

Resistance to job creation in the public
sector may lose force in a period of unem¬
ployment, especially as job creation is a

better use of public monies than unem¬

ployment benefits and, in the case of young

people, may provide the critical foothold in
a first job. Experience shows that a net
increase of jobs should be sought and that

new money should not simply displace ex¬

isting funds which employ other workers.
Combined job creation-training schemes

are attractive, one possibility being re¬

placement of older workers on leave of ab¬
sence as part of recurrent education pro¬

grammes.

Community employment

Because few new jobs are available in
time of recession, several countries have

directly created jobs outside the public and
private sectors as traditionally defined, fi¬
nanced by public grants to a wide range of
nongovernmental institutions. Although not

limited to young people, these program¬
mes have not only attracted many young

persons into useful and creative activities
but have brought to the surface, and begun

to satisfy, unfulfilled social needs. They

may have an important role to play over the
next few years, and may even, where the

tradition of voluntary service is not well es¬

tablished, become permanent.

Measures to help young

people enter working life

Experimental projects, still on a small

scale, are being developed to help those
young people who have special difficulties
in finding a first job because they per¬

formed poorly in school. Any job thus found
or created should include some elementary

training, as well as personal supervision
and advice so that the young people will

discover what working life is like and what

they can and want to do. Such projects are
often jointly designed, financed and man¬

aged by the education and manpower au¬

thorities in cooperation with private com¬

munity institutions, as an approach which is
probably essential for widespread com¬
munity support.

Helping young people to obtain a first job
may be the crucial task, and it may there¬

fore be appropriate for governments to as¬
sist them in their job search. Governments

can also help young people to attain the
mobility necessary to adapt to changes in

employment patterns and job content.

Promoting mobility among new entrants to

the labour force may be more beneficial
and incur lower social and economic costs

than it would among older members of the
labour force.

To improve the job prospects
of young people before they
enter the labour force

Preparation of school children for work¬
ing life and assistance during the transition
into work are the aim of many new OECD

government initiatives. It is generally ag

reed that basic education should be im¬

proved to ensure that school leavers pos¬
sess the minimum competency to enter

working life and provide the springboard for
subsequent development:

At the level of secondary and higher
education, a better balance between voca¬

tional and general education can be at¬
tained, curricula improved and the oppor¬

tunity to complete secondary education
provided.

At all levels, experiments designed to
provide a greater understanding of working
life could be greatly stepped up, with ex¬

perienced teachers giving a picture of the
real world and work experience being in¬

tegrated into the school curriculum.
Curricula vocational education in par¬

ticular can be reorganised so as to pro¬

mote greater mobility, flexibility and ver¬
satility on the part of new entrants to the
labour force. Experience in several coun¬

tries suggests that there is scope for more
polyvalent and modular curricula, not only
to break down restrictive notions of occu¬

pation and job, but also to prepare the

ground for the major changes in OECD
manpower structures which will be re¬
quired as a result of structural changes in

the world economy. Such initiatives can

significantly reduce the costs of learning
and the risk of individual failure.

There is growing acceptance of the need
to increase the volume of training and to

adapt its content to complement the pro¬

grammes of private firms. Young people

have training needs which are very differ¬
ent from those of the previous generation.

They take a change of job, or at least of
function, as part of the natural course of
events.

During periods of low employment, the
opportunity costs of training and education

are reduced because no better way of

utilising time is available. Yet to increase

training is to increase the stock of skills

which eventually need to be employed, and

thus to store up more trouble for the future if
adequate employment opportunities are
not created. Thus, the OECD countries are

faced with a basic dilemma: how to bal¬

ance economic, social and educational

policies so as to avoid the mismatches
between human resources and economic

development which are at the heart of the

present problem of youth employment.

No government can guarantee the right
of all individuals to a job at all stages of

working life, but the right of young people to

gain a foothold in the world of work can be
looked upon as comparable with the right to
a basic compulsory education. This could
be the main target for policy.
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DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

IN 1976:

Disappointing Results

Nt disbursements of official development assistance (ODA) in
1976 by countries belonging to OECD's Development Assis¬
tance Committee (DAC) amounted to $ 13.7 billion, practically

the same figure as in 1975. It is estimated that, taking account of higher
prices and varying exchange rates, the real flow of resources may have
been between 1 per cent and 3 per cent lower than in that year.

Since DAC Members' GNP rose in terms of current dollars by some

9 per cent between 1975 and 1976, the stability of the aid flow meant
that, expressed as a share of GNP, ODA slipped back from 0.36 per cent
to 0.33 per cent.

Several factors account for this disappointing pause in a trend which

had been moving up in 1974 and 1975. Some donor countries' alloca¬

tions, although higher than in 1975, were reduced from levels planned

earlier the budgetary consequence of tight economic conditions. Other

countries experienced delays in implementing disbursements under

1976/77 fiscal year appropriations. The general outlook is for a return to
an upward trend in official development assistance. Commitment levels
increased substantially in 1976 (they were 21 per cent higher than in

1975) , and part of the corresponding disbursements will take place in
1977. Additional disbursements may be expected as donors implement

the Special Action Programme for Poorer Countries agreed at the recent
Conference on International Economic Cooperation (CIEC) in Paris.

Ten countries increased their aid in dollar terms, five of them as a share

of GNP. Particularly rapid growth was again achieved by the Nether¬
lands, which reached 0.82 per cent of GNP as compared with 0.75 per
cent in 1975. Norway became the third DAC country to meet or exceed

the 0.7 per cent target for ODA with an aid flow equal toO. 71 percent of
GNP. Sweden remained at its very high level of 0.82 per cent. France,

with 0.62 per cent and the United Kingdom with 0.38 per cent remained
at, or slightly exceeded their 1975 record.

Among donors reporting a lower ratio of ODA to GNP wereAustralia,
Belgium, Canada, Germany, Japan and New Zealand. Italy and Swit¬
zerland showed an increase from their very low 1975 levels, but Austria

Main Components of ODA
(ODA 1976:$ 13. 7 billion)

^ttateral grant.sj;

reported a setback : ODA as a ratio of GNP reached its lowest level since
1972.

Terms

The very concessional average terms of official development assis¬

tance commitments were maintained practically unchanged in 1976, with

an average grant element of 88.9 per cent (as against 88.6 per cent in

Billion $

/ 9c of Gross
National Product

The Total Flow of

Financial Resources

40 from DAC Countries to

Developing Countries
and Multilateral

Agencies and
the Volume Target

965-1976

(Net disbursements)

0.7 %

of Gross
National

Product

Private

Exports
Credits

Other Official

Flows

Grants by Private
Voluntary Agencies

1965-1967
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Official Development Assistance Related to GNP

Total

in per cent of GNP

Bilateral
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Total Net Receipts
of Developing Countries

1973-1976

($ billion)

TOTAL

Non-concessional flows ( I )
52

1973

(1) Other official and private flows.
(2) Including multilateral pipeline, i.e. difference between inflow to and
outflow from multilateral agencies.

1975). This remains well above the average standard set by the 1972
DAC Terms Recommendation, under which each DAC donor committed

itself to reaching a minimum grant element of 84 per cent in its ODA

programme (1). While the data are still preliminary, it is clear that
12 countries complied with the Recommendation, compared to 1 1 (Au¬
stralia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France. Germany, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom) in 1975. The addi¬
tional country was the United States, with a sharply higher ratio of
commitments to GNP than in 1 975 and a grant element of 86. 1 per cent.

Other Official Flows

Apart from ODA, the official sector conveys resources to developing

countries in the form of export credits (directly, or by provision of
supporting finance for private export credits) and portfolio investment.

These resources, referred to as "other official flows", are mainly pro¬
vided on a non-concessional basis and tend to be concentrated on the

relatively higher-income developing countries.

In 1976, these official flows amounted to $3.2 billion, compared to
$3 billion in 1975.

Total Official and Private Flows

The very preliminary data available indicate that total official and
private flows from DAC countries combined reached $40.6 billion in

1976 compared to $39.9 billion in 1975. Expressed as a share of GNP
this was a fall from 1 .05 per cent to 0.98 per cent. The various types of

flows moved differently : export credits increased significantly, but direct
investment declined from its record level of $ 10.2 billion in 1975 to

$8.6 billion in 1976 reflecting lower investment reported by the United
States. Bilateral portfolio investment was a little below its peak of

$5.3 billion in 1975 at $5.2 billion in 1976. Multilateral portfolio in¬
vestment amounted to $3.1 billion, a new record.

Developing Countries' Receipts

In 1973, the year before the oil crisis, the total net resource inflow into

developing countries from all sources was some $35 billion; it increased
to $41 billion in 1974, $55 billion in 1975, and almost $71 billion in
1976. These additional financial resources enabled the developing coun¬

tries to sustain substantially enlarged current account balance-of-pay-
ments deficits, and their economic growth recovered in 1976 to the

long-term trend rate while real imports rose, and some countries were

able to replenish their depleted reserves (which, however, for most

non-oil developing countries still represent fewer imports than at the end

of 1973). A counterpart of the increase in total flows has been a marked
increase in the total indebtedness of developing countries which has more
than doubled since 1973, from some $ 1 10 billion to over $200 billion in
1976.

The doubling of the total net flow of financial resources to developing

countries between 1973 and 1976 is due to three main factors: a greater
outflow of aid and non-concessional resources from DAC Member

countries ; the emergence of oil exporting countries as a new source of

development assistance and non-concessional funds; and the vastly in¬

creased recourse by developing countries to Eurocurrency markets.

DAC countries

The net financial resources provided by DAC Members represented

over four-fifths of the total resource flow to developing countries from all
sources, other than Eurolending.

OPEC countries

The resource flow from OPEC countries is estimated to have reached

(I) Except Italy, which did not subscribe to the Recommendation .
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$7.5 billion in 1976, two-thirds of it at concessional terms, compared to
$8.1 billion in 1975.

Eurolending (2)

Eurocurrency loans to developing countries (net) in 1976 amounted to
the record sum of $22.5 billion, far in excess of 1975, when it amounted

to$9.5 billion. Of the $22.5 billion, $4.8 billion dollars represented an

increase in the Euromarkets' claims on member countries of OPEC, some

of which are no longer in balance of payments surplus (3).

(2) Loans by private banks in a currency other than that of their country of
residence.

(3) The estimated total of $71 billion net resource uptake by developing coun¬
tries includes a little over $/ billion from sources not listed above, mainly
countries with centrally planned economies.

SAHEL DEVELOPMENT

STRATEGY ADOPTED

Representatives ofeight West African nations, aid donor
countries and international organisations have adopted
a long-term economic development strategy for the
drought-prone Sahel region, one of the world' s poorest
areas. The main objective of the strategy, which also
includes an action programmefor 1978-82, is to ensure
self-sufficiency in foodfor the Sahel. It was approved by
the Club du Sahel, meetingfrom 30th May to 2nd June in
Ottawa, at the invitation of the Canadian Govern¬
ment (1).

Te strategy provides for a first generation development pro¬

gramme (1978-1982) estimated to cost at least $3 billion.
This programme seeks specifically to develop water re¬

sources , protect crops, combat desertification through reforestation,
improve fisheries, livestock and agricultural productivity, and

strengthen regional training and research programmes. A statement

adopted by the Club says that "this programme constitutes a decisive

step in implementing the strategy and will serve as a guide for donors

in the selection of projects to be financed over the next few years".

The primary objective of the long-term strategy is to achieve food

self-sufficiency, despite difficult climatic conditions, leading to
self-sustaining economic and social development for the CILSS
nations.

Many donors and institutions informed the Ottawa Conference of

planned increases in their financial contributions. Official aid com¬

mitments to the region in 1976 reached about $850 millions, almost
double the level of financial assistance committed in 1973.

(/) The Club du Sahel was set up in March 1976 in Dakar, Senegal. It is an
informal association of aid donors and the eight nations of the CILSS
(permanent Inter-State Committee on Drought-Control in the Sahel : Chad,
Gambia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, Upper Volta and Cape Verde
Islands). The Ottawa meeting was the Club' s secondplenary session. Set up
with the support ofOECD aid-donor countries, the Club du Sahel seeks to
reinforce the efforts of the CILSS and other international bodies and to help
mobilise resources for the development of the Sahel.

Left to right: Maurice J. Williams, OECD Development Assistance
Committee Chairman; Boulama Manga, Niger Minister of Rural

Development and Coordinator of CILSS and President Moktar Ould
Daddalt of Mauritania, Chairman of the CILSS.

Jean-Pierre Goyer {left) Canadian Minister of Supply ; Boulama Manga
(right).
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NEW CHALLENGES FOR

THE INDUSTRIALISED NATI
A Conference to commemorate the 30th Anniversary of the Marshall Plan was held in Paris at OECD he

Though based on the historic experience of the 1947 Marshall initiative, the central thrust was the need

purpose among the industrial democracies in the future. Six main speakers dealt with different as

Lord Franks, who was

Ambassador to

Washington in 1947 and

chairman of the group

which drew up the first

plans for the European

Recovery Programme,

reviewed the history of
the Marshall Plan (see

box) and drew some les¬

sons from the experience. In particular he
traced its influence on the move towards Euro¬

pean unity and commented on what he feels are

the three main areas in which this unity needs

reinforcement agriculture, energy and

monetary policy.

French Sociologist,

Michel Crozier, asked

whether present
economic and social

A \ W^eJI structures are adequate
?*»^j> t0 ma'nta'n economic

sA efficiency and social
m id peace. In his view, the

BUm economic growth of the
B^ past three decades has

entailed a much more than proportional in¬

crease in the complexity of human relation¬

ships and systems of decision making. This has
meant a partial disintegration of the traditional

instruments of social control, in particular of
the structures which have been used to contain

incompatability and conflict. The result is a

decline in government credibility, decisions
that seem to come from nowhere and alienation

on the part of citizens as well as violence. The

solution, he suggests, lies not in reasserting old

values but in finding new rules for what is

essentially a different social game a far more

complicated one. New self-regulating organi¬

sational and systematic arrangements are re¬

quired both within organisations and on the

market place. This means experimentation at
local level, decentralised schemes, and a

capacity to overcome the psychological ten¬

sions which beset people when they face up to
new and more difficult situations.

Finally what is needed is a new kind of

intellectual training more practical know¬

ledge and a breaking away from the oversimp¬

lified models of behaviour perpetuated in the
schools and universities.

Assar Lindbeck, a

Swedish economist and

member of the McCrac¬

ken Group (see page 7

and also page 28) ex¬
amined the economic

forces pushing nations

towards interdepen¬

dence and the problems

| this process poses for

national economic policy; the increasing diffi¬

culty of domestic demand management due to

"leaks abroad" through transfers of capital and
labour; increasing vulnerability of national

economies to changes in relative prices bet¬

ween nations and "spillover" effects from other
countries; growing uncertainty about the ef¬

fects of both domestic policy measures and
shocks from the outside world.

The present response to these problems, he

suggests, takes the form of a "new industrial

policy" which may simply be a euphemism for
protection subsidies, capital grants and other

selective and highly detailed kinds of interven¬

tion. But other strategies are possible, one of

which is to strike out more energetically along
the difficult road to international coordination

of economic policy, including the coordination

of basic policy targets. This is particularly dif¬

ficult in the face of simultaneous unemploy¬

ment and inflation. (Lindbeck advocates a tem¬

porary reduction in indirect taxes on goods and
services in such circumstances to stimulate

spending and at the same time reduce the

short-term rate of inflation). The most realistic

expectation for the future is the continuation of

the kind of semi-organised anarchy which has

always characterised international relations,

but one could imagine worse.

M.I.T. Economics

Professor Charles

Kindleberger traced in
some detail the histori¬

cal relationship between

the European countries
of the OEEC and the

Third World, high¬

lighting particularly the

development (rather

than only reconstruction) of less developed
areas such as the Mezzogiorno, the complex

monetary connections between the recovering

European nations and their former colonies,
commodity agreements and energy.

He then went on to review OECD nations'

relationships with developing countries in:
aid which he thinks should be maintained

and expanded ;

trade. The generalised preferences granted

by developed to developing countries are, in
Professor Kindleberger' s view, so surrounded

with quantitative limitations as to be far less

(I) The conference was initiated by the George
C. Marshall Research Foundation and the Atlantic

Institute for International Affairs. The proceedings
will be published under the title From Marshall Plan
to Global Interdependence.

THE MARSHALL PLAN

On 5th June 1947 General George C. Marshall
of the United States in a graduation address at
Harvard University set forth the broad outlines
of what would come to be the European Reco¬
very Programme involving United States aid to
the sum of $14 billion and joint agreement on
the part of the recipients on how the funds
should be divided up. The organisation formed
to carry out the work was the Organisation for
European Economic Cooperation (OEEC)
which was the predecessor of the present Orga¬
nisation for Economic Cooperation and Deve¬
lopment' (OECD).
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ONS
adquarters on 2nd and 3rd June (1).

for a renewed sense of common

pects of interdependence.

important an issue for the future than resisting

overall tariff increases or the imposition of

quotas ;

multinational corporations . There is so little

meeting of minds between North and South

that it is useless to try to agree on a common

code that would paper over the cracks but fail to

yield operational guidance, Professor Kind¬

leberger thinks. If developing countries do not

want foreign investment, there is no reason

why any developed country should insist they

have it or encourage such investment through

guarantees or insurance ;

commodities. The markets are generally

right but sometimes wrong and, when they are

wrong, intervention is required.

Economics Professor

Peter Knirsch of the

Free University of Ber¬
lin chronicled East-

West economic rela¬

tions from the days
when the Soviet Union

rejected the Marshall
Plan and the Cold War

began to the present.

These relations have intensified greatly since

the Sixties, the growth in trade, for example,

having risen from 9 per cent a year to some

40 per cent a year.
What has emerged is the exchange of West¬

ern finished goods (mainly capital goods) for
East European raw materials, fuel and ag¬
ricultural products a one-sided pattern which
severely restricts the potential for expansion
and has been accompanied by a build-up of
Eastern European deficits and the financing of
these by the; West at the end of 1976 the
cumulative debt of these countries to the West

amounted to $38-40 billion.

Despite this imbalance, trade with the East

has increased the prosperity of the Western
economies as well as the Eastern ones. And it is

by no means evident that the East gains more.
To the extent that Eastern countries pay for
goods directly, they must forego goods for
domestic use regardless of whether they are
easy to give up or not. And because of their

weak market position, the prices they obtain on
world markets will often be unfavourable.

What in the West appears to be dumping is
often merely an attempt to sell anything at all in

order to earn foreign currency. And there is

much evidence to support the assumption that
the state trading countries pay relatively high

prices for their imports from the West. The

Western supplier must include in his price the

special costs of doing business with the East.

Such fundamental factors are not altered by the

use of loan financing since the Eastern side

must ultimately pay for the cost of credit either

directly or through inclusion in the final price.

As to future prospects, it is important to
remember that the intensification of East-West

economic relationships and the increase of

indebtedness is the result of a carefully con¬

sidered political decision on the part of East
European political leaders, a decision moti¬

vated by the desire to import advanced Western
techniques and overcome built-in restraints in

their own systems. The determination to attain

results remains strong and so, therefore, will

the positive attitude to trade, in the opinion of
Professor Knirsch, though it may expand more

slowly than in the past.

Balance-of-payments considerations will be

decisive and the Eastern countries may not be

as willing to take up Western credit in future. In

the long run what is needed is an improvement
in the pattern of exports more industrial

finished products from the East and greater

efforts on the part of these countries to find

markets in the West. Such changes are likely

especially since future exports will be tied

directly to Western deliveries. To encourage

trade, the West can abolish quotas and grant

most-favoured-nation treatment, but the pos¬

sibilities for increasing imports are limited.

Political Scientist

Stanley Hoffman,
Professor at Harvard

University discussed
the domestic realities

which dictate the goals

of the players in the

"game of nations". Be¬

cause of growing inter¬

dependence, the agenda
of world politics now tends to be occupied by
the very issues that are central to domestic

politics economic growth and social welfare.

As a result, the constituencies of foreign policy
have broadened to include, potentially at least,
all citizens in their capacities as producers and
consumers. And the traditional actors the

soldier and the diplomat have been joined by
Ministries of Agriculture, Treasuries and other

functional agencies which tend to have foreign
policies of their own.

The process of interdependence affects each
state both as a set of restraints on and as a set of

opportunities for its domestic objectives and

interests. And much of international politics
today is the manipulation of interdependence to

minimise the restraints or maximise the op¬
portunities.

The inherent contradiction between a global

world economy and the fragmentation of the

world into sovereign states has so far been

managed by trial and error, but relatively suc¬

cessfully because of two factors both of which

however have changed regular economic

growth, the promise of which is flickering, in
Professor Hoffman's view, and the collective

steering role played by a small group of nations

which is being called into question by the

challenge of the Third World. And this gives
cause for concern.

The international economy operates as a

constant but unpredictable system for redis¬
tribution of incomes, jobs and status within

nations as well as of wealth and power among
nations. But the domestic victims of this redis¬

tribution may not acknowledge the legitimacy
of a mechanism external to the nation if it

conflicts with established internal redistribu¬

tion processes. Thus a reaction against inter¬

dependence sets in which may amount to a

rebellion. The capacity of states to withstand

this kind of reaction is increasingly in doubt

because governments are squeezed between

the possibilities for increasing wealth as a re¬

sult of trade and foreign investment and the

threats which free trade and free capital move¬

ments pose to national autonomy.
Most governments find it difficult to move in

other than marginal ways. Yet international

compacts are likely to be subjected to erosion

or disruption in the absence of a central execu¬

tive, legislator or judge capable of enforcing
them. Crises thus appear as altogether inevita¬

ble yet dangerous because of the strain they put

on the international system.

What then can be done to prevent domestic

priorities and concerns from destroying inter¬

dependence? The fact is that few nations want
to retreat from interdependence altogether and

face the losses of wealth or the foregoing of

gains which would result. The real choice is not

between decoupling domestic policy from the
world economy and ever increasing inter¬

dependence. It is between a disorderly and
crisis-ridden approach and an orderly one

which reconciles different domestic impera¬

tives in an interdependent world. Such recon¬

ciliation can occur only through bargaining and

cooperation. But these in turn will be success¬
ful only if ways are found to reduce the costs

and increase the benefits of interdependence.

The problem can be solved only if states follow

two apparently divergent yet complementary
directions:

A self-imposed national reduction of vul¬

nerability at the cost of some sacrifice of inter¬

dependence (through improved domestic man¬

agement of the national economy for example

and the reduction of dependence on outside

suppliers capable of extracting an exorbitant

economic or political price for their supplies).

The search for common solutions to global

problems to prevent external disruptions which

implies attempts to limit mutual damage and to

maximise mutual gain.
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New CECI) Publications

ACTIVITIES OF OECD IN 1976. Re¬

port by the Secretary-General (June
1977)

The annual report of the Organisation,
bringing together factual information
of the work done by each Directorate,
which will provide reference material
for those who are interested in the

work of OECD.

103 77 01 1) ISBN 92-64-1 1663-X

128pages 	 £4.40 $9.00 F36.00

TOWARDS FULL EMPLOYMENT

AND PRICE STABILITY, by Paul
McCracken, Guido Carli, Herbert

Giersch, Attila Karaosmanoglu,
Ryutaro Komiya, Assar Lindbeck,
Robert Marjolin, Robin Matthews
(June 1977) (See page 7)

Report by a group of experts on the
lessons to be drawn from recent ex¬

perience and recommended policies
for a return to high levels of employ¬
ment and price stability.

11 1 77 02 1) ISBN 92-64- 1 1644-3

342 pages 	 £7.80 $16.00 F64.00

TOWARDS FULL EMPLOYMENT

AND PRICE STABILITY. Summary of
the Report (June 1977)
(11 77 03 1) ISBN 92-64- 11 665-6

54 pages	 £2.20 $4.50 F18.00

"OECD Economic Surveys". 1977
Series :

Detailed annual surveys of trends and
prospects for each OECD country

YUGOSLAVIA (May 1977, 74 pages)
ISBN 92-64-11649-4 (10 7741 1)

GREECE (June 1977, 58 pages) ISBN
92-64-11667-2 (10 77 16 1)

BELGIUM-LUXEMBOURG (June

1977, 68 pages) ISBN 92-64-11662-1
(10 77 29 1)

Each booklet	 £ 1.10 $ 2.50 F 10,00

Subscription 	 £20.00 $45.00 F 180,00

QUARTERLY NATIONAL AC¬

COUNTS BULLETIN, 1977-11 (June
1977)

(36 77 02 3! ISSN 0304-3738

76 pages, biiingual
Subscription	 £4.40 $10.00 F40.00

ENTRY OF YOUNG PEOPLE INTO

WORKING LIFE. Vol. I. General Re¬

port (April 1977)

Job placement difficulties of young
people leaving the education system.
Analyses basic causes of youth unem¬
ployment and describes remedial
measures adopted and planned by
OECD countries.

(91 77 02 1) ISBN 92-64-11621-4

84 pages	 £2.20 $4.50 F 18,00

"Studies in institutional Manage¬
ment in Higher Education " :

INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCE ALLO¬

CATION MODELS IN HIGHER EDU¬

CATION (May 1977)

Presents and compares 5 different re

source allocation models developed in
Europe and North America for univer¬
sity planning and decision-making.
(96 76 08 1) ISBN 92-64-1 1551-X

410 pages	 £6.90 $15.50 F62,00

TOWARDS AN INTEGRATED SO¬

CIAL POLICY IN JAPAN (May 1977)

Overview of the development of social
policy in Japan, including the need to
achieve policy integration. Describes
unique features of the Japanese sys¬
tem which combine the use of sophis¬
ticated procedures within the institu¬
tional background of the Japanese so¬
cial, political and administrative sys¬
tems.

(81 77 02 1) ISBN 92-64-11638-9

50 pages	 £2.20 $4.50 F 18,00

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES FOR

ADULTS. Vol. I. General Report (Ap¬
ril 1977)

This report discusses the present
stage of development of adult educa¬
tion in OECD Member countries and

the various structural, financial, organi¬
sational and instructional factors in¬

volved in expanding and enriching the
range of learning opportunities availa¬
ble to adults.

(91 77 02 1) ISBN 92-64-11621-4

84 pages	 £2.20 $4.50 F 18,00

ANNUAL REPORTS ON COMPETI¬

TION POLICY IN OECD MEMBER

COUNTRIES, 1977 - No. 1 (May
1977). "Document" Series

Describes recent competition policy
developments, new laws and the en¬
forcement of existing legislation in
Belgium, Denmark, Spain, Finland,
France, Ireland, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands and Japan.
(24 77 10 1) ISBN 92-64-1 1637-0

84 pages	 £2.20 $4.50 F18.00

ENERGY BALANCES OF OECD
COUNTRIES, 1973-1975 WITH MAIN
HISTORICAL STATISTICS FROM

1960/BILANS ÉNERGÉTIQUES DES
PAYS DE L'OCDE, 1973-1975 (May
1977)

Detailed statistics for all OECD coun¬

tries on energy supply, demand and
transformation, expressed in a com¬
mon unit (tons of oil equivalent). A new
feature in this publication is a detailed
analysis of end-use of energy. This en¬
hances the value of the balances to

those involved in analytical and policy
work related to international energy is¬
sues.

(61 77 02 3) ISBN 92-64-01608-2

132 pages, bilingual	 £4.90 $ 10.00 F40.00

"Development Centre Studies"
Series :

BORROWING BY DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES ON THE EURO-CUR¬

RENCY MARKET, by P.A. We/Ions
(May 1977)

In 1971, borrowers from many coun

tries in Africa, Asia and Latin America

appeared unexpectedly in the euro¬
currency market. This report is de¬
signed for policy-makers.

(41 77 02 1) ISBN 92-64- 1 1 620-6

450 pages 	 £9.80 $20.00 F80.00

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR MIGRA¬

TION AND ECONOMIC CHOICES.

THE EUROPEAN CASE, by F. Bour¬
guignon and G. Gallais-Hamonno, in
collaboration with B. Fernet (June
1977). "Document" Series

Empirical and theoretical aspects of
the economic issues connected with

migrant labour, including savings and
spending habits.
(41 77 03 1) ISBN 92-64- 1 1632-X

296 pages 	 £7.00 $14.50 F58.00

"Agricultural Policy Reports"
Series :

PART-TIME FARMING GERMANY,
JAPAN, NORWAY, UNITED STATES

(April 1977). "Document" Series

Analyses the economic and social sig¬
nificance of the increasing tendency
towards part-time farming in indus¬
trialised countries.

(5! 77 01 1) ISBN 92-84-11630-3

32 pages	 £3.20 $6.50 F26.00

MILK, MILK PRODUCTS AND EGG
BALANCES IN OECD MEMBER

COUNTRIES, 1962-1975 (June
1977). "Document" Series

(51 77 02 3) ISBN 92-64-01609-0

198 pages, bilingual	 £6.00 $ 12.50 F50.00

MEAT BALANCES IN OECD

MEMBER COUNTRIES, 1962-1975/
BILANS DE LA VIANDE DANS LES

PAYS DE L'OCDE (May 1977).
"Document" Series

Gives an overall statistical breakdown

for each meat category in all OECD
Member countries (livestock, number
of slaughtered animals, production,
foreign trade, consumption - both
global and per capita).
(51 77 03 3) ISBN 92-64-01650-3

130 pages, bilingual	 £4.60 $9.50 F38, 00

REVIEW OF NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC

AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

POLICY: GERMANY (June 1977).
"Document" Series

Describes and reviews the Federal

Government's comprehensive infor¬
mation and documentation prog¬
ramme to serve science (including the
social sciences), technology and in¬
dustry.

(93 77 01 1) ISBN 92-64-11645-1

124 pages 	 £3.00 $6.00 F24.00

POLICIES FOR INNOVATION IN THE

SERVICE SECTOR. IDENTIFICATION

AND STRUCTURE OF RELEVANT

FACTORS (April 1977)

Deals with the evolution of and pres¬
sures for services, factors affecting
government involvement, and a variety
of measures employed to resolve criti¬
cal service issues.

(92 77 01 1) ISBN 92-64- 1 1627-3

236pages 	 £5.50 $11.25 F45.00

REVIEWS OF NATIONAL SCIENCE

POLICY: AUSTRALIA (May 1977)

The aims of the report are to provide a
broad picture of the social, economic
and environmental background, to out¬
line the scientific and technological in¬
frastructure within the national setting
as a whole, and to point to related gov¬
ernment policies and initiatives, both
existing and prospective.
(92 77 03 1) ISBN 92-64-11636-2

220 pages 	 £4.90 $10.00 F40.00

"Road Research" :

GEOMETRIC ROAD DESIGN STAN¬

DARDS (May 1977)

Development of international stan¬
dards ; national methods of elaborating
standards: research on driver be¬

haviour; traffic operation; safety rela¬
tive to design standards; economic
consequences; road classification.
(77 77 02 II ISBN 92-64- 1 1640-0

212 pages 	 £3.90 $8.00 F32.00

THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY IN

1975/L'INDUSTRIE SIDÉRURGIQUE

EN 1975 (May 1977)
(71 77 20 31 64 pages, bilingual

£2.50 $5.00 F20.00

PULP AND PAPER. Quarterly Statis¬
tics, 1976-4/PÂTES ET PAPIERS.
Statistiques trimestrielles (May
1977). "Document" Series

(74 76 04 3) 56 pages, bilingual
£1.80 $ 4.00 F16.00

ISSN 0335-377X Subscription
£5.30 $12.00 F48,00

THE FOOTWEAR, RAW HIDES AND
SKINS AND LEATHER INDUSTRY IN

OECD COUNTRIES, 1975/L'INDUS¬
TRIE DE LA CHAUSSURE ET DES

CUIRS ET PEAUX BRUTS ET TAN¬

NÉS DANS LES PAYS DE L'OCDE.

1975 (May 1977)

This report provides detailed statistical
data on production, consumption,
prices and trade of footwear, leather
and raw hides and skins.

(71 77 80 3) ISBN 92-64-01652-X

62 pages, bilingual	 £2.00 $4.00 F 16,00

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUB¬

LIC OF CHINA (duly 1977)
The most up-to-date comprehensive information on the organisation,
orientation, problems and trends in scientific and technological research in
China.

(9277041) ISBN 92-64-11643-5, 240 pages 	 $17.50 F70.00
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Wheve to obtain OECD Publications

ARGENTINA

Carlos Hirsch S.R.L.,
Florida 165, Buenos-Aires.

Tel. 33-1787-2391 Y 30-7122.

AUSTRALIA

International BCN Library Suppliers Pty Ltd.,
161 Sturt St., South Melbourne, Vic. 3205.

Tel. 699.6388.

658 Pittwater Road, Brookvale NSW 2100.
Tel. 938 2267.

AUSTRIA

Gerold & Co., Graben 31, Wien 1.
Tel. 52.22.35.

BELGIUM

Librairie des Sciences,

Coudenberg 76-78, B 1000 Bruxelles I.
Tel. 512-05-60, 513-37-36.

BRAZIL

Mestre Jou S.A.,

Rua Guaipâ 518, Caixa Postal 24090,
05089 Sao Paulo 10. Tel. 261.1920.

Rua Senador Dantas 19 s/205-6
Rio-de-Janeiro - GB. Tel. 232.07.32.

CANADA

Renouf Publishing Company Limited,
2182 St. Catherine Street West,

Montreal, Quebec H3H 1M7.

Tel. (514) 937.3519.

DENMARK

Munksgaards International Booksellers,

N0rregade 6, DK-1 165 Copenhagen K.
Tel. (01) 12.69.70.

FINLAND

Akateeminen Kirjakauppa,
Keskuskatu 1, 00100 Helsinki 10.

Tel. 625.901.

FRANCE

Bureau des publications de l'OCDE,
2 rue André-Pascal, F 75775 Paris CEDEX 1 6.

Tel. 524.81.67.

Principal correspondant
13602 Aix-en-Provence : Librairie de

l'Université. Tel. 26.18.08.

GERMANY

Verlag Weltarchiv GmbH,

D-2000 Hamburg 36, Neuer Jungfernstieg2l .
Tel. 040-35-62-500.

GREECE

Librairie Kauffmann,
28 rue du Stade, Athens 132. Tel. 322.21.60.

HONG KONG

Government Information Services,
Sales of Publications Office,

Beaconsfield House, 1st floor,
Queen's Road, Central. Tel. H-233191.

ICELAND

Snrbjôrn Jônsson & Co., h. f.,
Hafnarstraeti 4 and 9,
P.O.B. 1131 - Reykjavik.

Tel. 13133/14281/11936.

INDIA

Oxford Book and Stationery Co. :
Scindia House, New Delhi I. Tel. 45896.

17 Park Street, Calcutta. Tel. 240832.

IRELAND

Eason & Son, P.O.B. 42,

40-41 Lower O'Connell Street, Dublin I.
Tel. 74 39 35.

ISRAEL

Emanuel Brown :

9 Shlomzion Hamalka Street, Jerusalem.
Tel. 234807.

35 Allenby Road, Tel-Aviv. Tel. 51049/54082.
48 Nahlath Benjamin Street, Tel-Aviv.

Tel. 53276.

ITALY

Libreria Commissionaria Sansoni,
Via Lamarmora 45, 50121 Firenze.

Tel. 579751/2/3.
Via Bartolini 29, 20155 Milano. Tel. 365083.

Sub-depositari :
Herder Editrice e Libreria,

Piazza Montecitorio 120, 00186 Roma.
Tel. 674628.

Libreria Hoepli
Via Hoepli 5, 20121 Milano. Tel. 865446.
Libreria Lattes

Via Garibaldi 3, 10122 Torino. Tel. 519274.
La diffusione delle edizioni OCSE è inoltre

assicurata dalle migliori librerie nelle città più
importanti.

JAPAN

OECD Publications Centre,

Akasaka Park Building,
2-3-4- Akasaka, Minato-ku
Tokyo 107. Tel. 586-2016.

KOREA

Pan Korea Book Corporation
P.O. Box N° 101 Kwangwhamun, SEOUL

72.7369.

LEBANON

Documenta Scientifica/Redico,
Edison Building, Bliss Street,
P.O. Box 5641, Beirut. Tel. 354429-344425.

THE NETHERLANDS

W.P. Van Stockum,

Buitenhof 36, Den Haag. Tel. 070-65.68.08.

NEW ZEALAND

The Publications Manager,
Government Printing Office,
Wellington : Mulgrave Street (Private Bag),
World Trade Centre, Cubacade, Cuba Street,

Rutherford House, Lambton Quay.

Auckland: Rutland Street (P.O.Box 5344).
Christchurch: 130 Oxford Tee (Private Bag).
Hamilton: Barton Street (P.O.Box 857).
Dunedin: T. & G. Building, Princes Street
(P.O.Box 1104).

NORWAY

Johan Grundt Tanums Bokhandel,

Karl Johansgate 41/43, Oslo 1.
Tel. 02-332980.

PAKISTAN

Mirza Book Agency,
65 Shahrah Quaid-E-Azam, Lahore 3.

Tel. 66839.

PHILIPPINES

R.M. Garcia Publishing House,
903 Quezon Blvd. Ext., Quezon City,
P.O. Box 1860 Manila. Tel. 99.98.47.

PORTUGAL

Livraria Portugal,
Rua do Carmo 70-74, Lisboa 2. Tel. 360582/3.

SPAIN

Mundi-Prensa Libros, S.A.,

Castello 37, Apartado 1223, Madrid 1.
Tel. 275.46.55/276.02.53.

Libreria Bastinos de José Bosch,

Pelayo 52, Barcelona 1. Tel. 222.06.00.

SWEDEN

AB CE Fritzes Kungl Hovbokhandel,

Box 16 356, S 103 27STH, Regeringsgatan 12
DS Stockholm.

Tel. 08/23.89.00.

SWITZERLAND

Librairie Payot,
6 rue Grenus, 1211 Genève 11.

Tel. 022-31.89.50.

TAIWAN

National Book Company,
84-5 Sing Sung Rd., Sec. 3,
Taipei 107. Tel. 321.0698.

TURKEY

Librairie Hachette,

469 Istiklal Caddesi, Beyoglu, Istanbul,
Tel. 44.94.70.

and 14 E Ziya Gôkalp Caddesi, Ankara.
Tel. 12.10.80.

UNITED KINGDOM and

CROWN COLONIES

H.M. Stationery Office
P.O. Box 569, London SE1 9NH,

Tel. 01.928.6977, Ext. 410.
or

49 High Holborn
London WC1V 6HB (personal callers)
Branches at : Belfast, Birmingham,
Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Manchester.

UNITED STATES

OECD Publications Center,

Suite 1207, 1750 Pennsylvania Ave, N.W.,
Washington, d.c. 20006. Tel. (202) 298.8755.

VENEZUELA

Libreria del Este,

Avda F. Miranda 52, Aptdo. 60337, Edificio
Galipan, Caracas 106.

Tel. 32.23.01/33.26.04/33.24.73.

YUGOSLAVIA

Jugoslovenska Knjiga, Terazije 27,
P.O.B. 36, Beograd. Tel. 621.992.

Orders and inquiries from countries where
Sales Agents have not yet been appointed
should be sent to OECD Publications Office,
2 rue André-Pascal. F 75775 Paris CEDEX 16.

Director: Maurice Jacomet Printed in France - Imprimerie Blanchard. 6, avenue Descartes Le Plessis- Robinson
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